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25 years of the PC Control revolution –
Convergence of technologies
Beckhoff Automation was established in 1980 and the first
PC-based machine controller was delivered by Beckhoff just six
years later. It was a “simple” controller for a double miter saw,
which encompassed single-axis positioning control with a few
machine sequence functions. The saw was a well-known standard
machine, which became a direct sales success for the machine
manufacturer due to the innovative PC Control technology. The
combination of IT functions and automation technology (AT) in a
controller was and is still a revolution. The benefits resulting from
this revolution were recognized even at the beginning and received enthusiastically by machine manufacturers and users. For
example, data could be read directly into the machine controller
using standard IT media (floppy disks). In 1986, this represented
significant progress in productivity.

Beckhoff expanded the company’s PC Control concept consistently and quickly in the years that followed: Multi-axis NC functions
and a complete, integrated software PLC enabled the PC-based
Control of highly complex machines and plants. There have been
no fundamental changes to this successful concept since then:
the abstraction of the control function from the device hardware
and the consistent use of “mainstream” IT technologies converging with the principles of automation technology lead, on the one
hand, to continuously improving performance and functionality
and, on the other, to cost reductions.
The PC Control principle is very simple: a powerful Industrial PC,
an equally high-performance fieldbus to which peripheral devices
for sensor and actuator systems are connected and control software with real-time capability for logic and motion.
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Beckhoff has developed further important products over the
last 25 years that are considered as milestones, since they each
represent a smaller or larger revolution and have contributed in
no small way to the current state of PC-based automation:
1989 | Lightbus – optical fiber fieldbus for fast I/O coupling
1995 | Bus Terminals – fine granular I/Os
1996 | TwinCAT – standard real-time automation software
running on Windows
2003 | EtherCAT – real-time Ethernet for automation
2005 | TwinSAFE – functional safety in non-safe environments
2006 | Scientific Automation – measuring technology and
engineering science as a control component
2008 | XFC – eXtreme fast controls for efficient machines
and plants
2010 | TwinCAT 3 – engineering tool and runtime for
object-oriented and modular automation

The PC Control technology has found the widest use worldwide:
in machine construction and plant engineering, in measurement and testing technology, in wind turbines and photovoltaic production, in office buildings and private houses, in stage
technology and on luxury yachts, in medical technology and in
particle accelerators… PC Control from Beckhoff is the basis for
intelligent, powerful and reliable control technology in all fields.
And the revolution continues, driven by hardware and software
advances in IT and automation technology. The multi-core technology permits the provision of virtually unlimited computing
power and new software tools are improving engineering. All
automation engineers are called on to use these increases in
performance, for example, to control machines, plants and buildings with greater efficiency while using less resources, and in
particular to give free rein to their imaginations and to contribute
to the future revolutions of the next 25 years.
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PC technology through the ages

25 years of PC history
at Beckhoff
The personal computer (PC), as the “locomotive of automation technology,” has been used at Beckhoff for a quarter of a
century and is a global standard today. At the same time in 2011, the world is celebrating (only) 30 years of the existence
of the PC, which has forever changed the technical, commercial and private worlds and will continue to do so.

PC “Big Bang” 30 years ago
Of course, 25 or 30 years represent a very long period of time in the field
of technology. On reflection, however, the advantage of that is that many
generations have experienced the development first hand and can relate from
their own personal point of view. I am certain that the readers of this article
will nod in many places and will find confirmation of their own experiences.
The development of PC-based controllers at Beckhoff went hand in hand with
the general progress of PC technology and was expressed in a multitude of
devices, which made the flexibility and general validity of this platform available to the industrial world.

The computer landscape blossomed at the end of the 1970s/beginning of the
1980s and produced a set of computers that all seemed to lay claim to the
designation “personal computer” because that was also how it was actually
meant: one owned an affordable electronic computing machine that turned
a formerly “normal” person into a technology enthusiast. These “private”
computers included, for example:
1979 | Atari 400 (with MOS 6502 CPU, 1.77 MHz)
1980 | Sinclair Z80 (with Z80 CPU, 3.25 MHz)
1981 | Commodore VC 20 (with MOS 6502 CPU, 1.10 MHz)
1982 | Commodore 64 (with MOS 6510 CPU, 985 kHz)
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The birth year of the PC as we know it today, however, is considered to be
1981. That was the year in which IBM delivered the first PC with an x86 CPU
to the market: The IBM PC type 5150 had an 8088 processor that clocked at
4.77 MHz. IBM decided on this processor for reasons of cost since, unlike
the already existing and more powerful 8086, it allowed the connection of
inexpensive 8 Bit peripheral devices. Besides that, the company sought to
provide some opposition to the increasing market successes of the Z80 and
Motorola 68000 processors. The IBM PC with x86 processor co-existed in the
1980s with competitors in the private and office sectors (e.g. Atari, Apple
Macintosh and Commodore Amiga); however, the x86 architecture became
increasingly accepted.
I can remember vividly to this day how our Z80 computer club suddenly
disintegrated, because all of the members jumped ship in hordes to the IBM
PC-XT. The reasons at that time (in 1984) were more or less those which are
taken for granted today: The PC promised a deeply interconnected community
with compatible and simple to use hardware and software, including a thengigantic 10 MB hard disk as the mass storage device. That finally put an end
to the laborious saving of programs on audio cassettes.
The new DOS operating system from Microsoft, which allegedly only found
its way onto the IBM PC because IBM and Digital Research (the manufacturer
of CP/M) could not agree on the signing of a so-called NDA (Non-Disclosure
Agreement), certainly also contributed to this success.

Andreas Thome,
PC Control Product Manager,
Beckhoff Automation

Intel: the PC clock generator
In addition to IBM there is one more name that occurs to one immediately in
connection with the PC: It is the Intel company, founded in 1968 by Gordon
Moore and Robert Noyce. The two original founders were joined a little later
by Andy Grove, who was CEO of Intel until 1998 and acted as Chairman of
the Board until 2004. Grove initiated Intel’s decisive change of direction
from a manufacturer of memory chips to the development and manufacturing of processors. The name of the company, by the way, is derived from
“INTegrated ELectronics.”
Today Intel has 93,000 employees, distributed over 151 locations in 62 countries and has an annual turnover of $43.6 billion (US dollars). Intel has come
a long way to get where it is now: beginning with the first processor, the
4004 (4 Bits, 1971), then its 8 Bit successor, the 8008 (1972), up to the first
PC processor, the 8080 (1974). The first x86 processor is considered to be

the 8086 16 Bit processor, which came out in 1978, but which – for reasons
of cost – first found its way into the PC mass market in 1979 in the form of
the 8088 processor with a stripped-down 8 Bit format (the 16 Bit peripheral
devices were still too expensive at that time).
Table 1 shows the milestones in the development of the processors that were,
or still are, also used by Beckhoff from 1985 onwards. If one looks at the
structural widths and the number of transistors in the individual processors,
then one can perceive the validity of the theory postulated by Gordon Moore
according to which the number of transistors in a chip doubles approximately
every 18 months. Precise proof is, however, made difficult by the multitude of
derivatives of individual processor families that have been brought onto the
market. A detailed overview of the processors manufactured by Intel since the
beginning can be found in 1) by the way. Intel makes a quick reference to the
technical data of processors and chipsets available in 2).
Intel was and is also significantly involved in the invention and specification
of important PC technologies such as ISA, PCI, PCI-express and USB. However,
there are also important interfaces that are attributed to other companies,
such as DIE, ATA, ATAPI (Western Digital) and SATA (SATA International Org.).
Although numerous companies manufactured x86-compatible processors
in the past (e.g. IDT, Texas Instruments, SGS Thomson, Cyrix, National Semiconductor, Transmeta and UMC), only AMD and VIA remain today as serious
competitors to Intel.

Andreas Thome: “My ‘PC’ in 1983 was a Casio FP1100 with Z80 CPU, 3.9936 MHz,

A fully functional IBM PC 5150

C82-Basic in the ROM and CP/M2.2 on 5¼-inch disks – and it still runs without any
trouble today.”
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Beckhoff: the Industrial PC turns 25
Beckhoff began in 1986 with the manufacturing and implementation of
Industrial PCs (IPCs). Today that is taken for granted, but at the time it was
a ground-breaking idea for industrial control technology. This marked a
turning point in the Beckhoff story: away from the controllers that had been
manufactured up to that point, based on the 8 Bit Motorola 6809 processor,
towards x86-based IPC controllers. This development was also closely connected with the question of data acquisition and signal output between PC
and machine. Therefore, the development of some salient I/O technologies
and subassemblies will also be considered in the following chronological list.
1986 | First Beckhoff PC-XT-based controllers for woodworking machines.
These were, on the one hand, controllers for double miter saws
(i.e. the saw blades were driven to the desired length on both sides
of a profile strip and angle cuts were made) and, on the other, for
edge processing machines. The PCs were initially used as operating,
computing and memory units; the actual real-time control still took
place by means of the Motorola hardware. It was quickly recognized,
however, that the PC could take over the complete function of a
controller. As a result, the separate 6809 hardware became redundant
and the idea of the multi-functional, real-time-capable PC controller
was born.
1987 | B5000 – PC plug-in card for the reading in and output of electrical
signals for the machine controller. The card was configurable on
memory or port addresses and offered the PC direct access to the
process image of the signals as driver-decoupled parallel I/O.
1989 | C1210 – Lightbus interface card and first M1000 Lightbus modules.
Interestingly enough, the C1210 card was equipped with a Motorola
6809 processor; however, this was responsible only for the operation
of the optical fiber fieldbus. The PC processor assumed the master
controller role.

Year Processor
1974 Intel® 8080
1976 Intel® 8085
1978 Intel® 8086
1979 Intel® 8088
1982
1985

Intel® 80286
Intel® 80386

1989
1993

Intel® 80486
Intel® Pentium®

1996

2006
2006
2007

Intel® Pentium® MMX
Intel® Pentium® II
Intel® Celeron®
Intel® Pentium® III
Intel® Pentium® 4
Intel® Pentium® 4-M
Intel® Pentium® M / Celeron® M
Intel® Core™ Duo
Intel® Core™2 Duo
Intel® Core™2 Quad

2008
2011

Intel® Core™ Z510/Z530
Intel® Core™ i3,5,7 (Sandy Bridge)

1997
1998
1999
2000
2002
2004
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1990 | C2000 – All-in-one PC Motherboard with Intel® 386SX, Cirrus chipset
and Lightbus interface onboard
| C1100 – Single-board PC core with interface to Siemens S5 (technology: 80386SX, 82370SX, 8255 port component, Xilinx XC3030 as
Lightbus interface, DPR to the S5). This PC was known internally as
the “Press PC,” since its field of use was in metal presses.
| C1200, C1220 – ISA master cards for Lightbus. The C1200 was a passive card (with no processor of its own), while the C1220 had its own
CPU for the processing of the Lightbus telegrams.
1992 | C1600 – Lightbus interface card for Mitsubishi PLC
1993 | C1110 – Single-board PC with interface to Siemens S5 (complete PC
with 80486DX, video controller, hard disk + disk, Lightbus interface,
DPR to the S5)
1994 | C1120 – Lightbus interface card for Siemens S5 with Infineon 80C166
processor and single overall width
2002 | Development of a motherboard for the CX1000 Embedded PC with
Pentium MMX-compatible National Semiconductor (later AMD)
SC2200 processor. The motherboard development for this device
marked Beckhoff’s return to the development of its own motherboards and BIOS, following a break of several years, and the start
of an Embedded PC series for DIN rail mounting and with the direct
connection of I/O Bus Terminals.
2003 | EtherCAT, the real-time Ethernet fieldbus, is born.
2004 | Development of motherboards in the formats CX, 3½”, Slot, ATX
and PC/104 with 855 chipset and Intel® Celeron® M /Pentium® M
processors.
2006 | Development of motherboards in the formats 3½”, Slot, ATX and PC/104
with 945 chipset and Intel® Core™ Duo /Core™2 Duo processors.
2009 | Development of motherboards in the formats 3½”, ATX and PC/104
with GS45 chipset and Intel® Core™2 Duo processors. The Slot form
factor was dropped. Intel® Atom™ with US15W chipset was used in
the form factors CX, 3½” and PC/104.

Register

Frequency

8 bit
8 bit
16 bit

2 MHz
5 MHz
4.77 – 10 MHz

Transistors Process
6,000 6 μm
6,500 6 μm
29,000 3 μm

Note
used in traffic lights, cash registers and first PCs, e.g. Altair 8800
used e.g. in gaming machines, otherwise not particularly successful
first “x86” processor, used e.g. in the Schneider PC 1640

16 bit

4.77 – 8 MHz

29,000 3 μm

16 bit

6 – 12.5 MHz

134,000 1.5 μm

less expensive than 8086, used in the IBM PC 5150,
coined the abbreviation “PC” from 1981 with 4.77 MHz
used in the IBM PC/AT (5170) from 1984 with 6 MHz

32 bit
32 bit
32 bit

16 – 33 MHz
25 – 100 MHz
30 – 233 MHz

275,000 1 μm
1,200,000 1 – 0.8 μm
3,100,000 0.8 – 0.35 μm

32 bit
32 bit
32 bit

166 – 233 Mhz
233 – 450 MHz
300 – 533 MHz

4,500,000 0.35 μm
7,500,000 0.35 – 0.25 μm
19,000,000 0.25 μm

first Pentium with MMX instructions (MultiMedia eXtension)
P6 architecture, not used by Beckhoff, listed only for completeness
“Celeron” = simpler, less expensive CPU variants

32 bit
32/64 bit
32 bit

550 – 1.4 GHz
1.3 GHz – 2 GHz
1.6 GHz – 2.4 GHz

28,000,000 0.18 μm – 0.13 μm
42,000,000 0.18 μm
55,000,000 0.13 μm

first Pentium with SIMD instructions (Single Instruction/Multiple Data)
Netburst architecture, “130 W,” first processors with Intel® 64
Netburst architecture, “35 W” instead of “130 W” notebook processor

32 bit
32 bit
32/64 bit

600 MHz – 2.26 GHz
1.5 GHz – 2.33 GHz
3 GHz

144,000,000 0.13 – 0.065 μm
151,000,000 0.065 μm
291,000,000 0.065 μm

turning away from Netburst, return to the P6 architecture such as Pentium® Pro/II
introduction of the “Core” trademark, changed P6 architecture, no Intel® 64
core micro-architecture, first generation

32/64 bit
32 bit
32/64 bit

3 GHz
1.1 – 1.6 GHz
1.1 – 3.46 GHz

582,000,000 0.065 – 0.045 μm
47,000,000 0.045 μm
995,000,000 0.032 μm

core micro-architecture, first generation
low power “2.5 W” CPUs, in-order-architecture such as Pentium®, no Intel® 64
core micro-architecture, second generation

DX had 32-bit data bus, SX only 16-bit
at last: a CPU with integrated hardware floating point unit (FPU)
80586 could not be registered as a trademark,
therefore transition to textual processor names
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State-of-the-art motherboard technology: The new CB3054 3½-inch motherboard was developed exclusively for multi-core processors. It has a large number of on-board interfaces, such as
SATA, COM or USB ports. A free Mini PCI card slot enables the integration of further fieldbus interfaces.
An additional DVI interface enables the connection of two separate displays in order to realize an extensive
visualization.

2011 | Further motherboard developments are pending here in the formats
3½”, ATX and PC/104, with newer CPUs and chipsets of the “Sandy
Bridge” generation. Where the Atom™ CPUs are concerned, the “Pineview D” and “Cedarview” will find their way into Beckhoff products.

What about the future of PCs?
It remains exciting!
The field of Industrial PCs is without any doubt technologically bound to the
development of the PC systems in the commercial market. The past shows
that new physicochemical processes are constantly being found to reduce the
size of the transistor structures. Intel is presently setting a milestone along
this road with 22 nm structures (Ivy Bridge processors). If we extrapolate
the temporal progress of the reduction in Intel® processor size (fig. 4) on the
basis an exponential function, then we can assume a structural size of around
15 nm for 2015 and around 8 nm for 2020. Other estimates are less conservative and expect 11 nm as early as 2015.
This development will favor the employment of complex processors in smaller,
ultra-compact Industrial PCs, while at the other end of the complexity scale
it will also fuel the development of many-core and multi-core processors
(see Intel article on page 56). The integration of the entire functionality of a
PC into a single chip will also be possible. The first approaches to a Systemon-Chip (SoC) have already been realized with the fusion of CPU and Northbridge in current Intel® processors.
Also, the speed of internal and external bus systems is increasing: whereas
USB 3.0 with 5 Gbit/s is already finding its way into products today, the PCIexpress generation 4 is currently being specified. This exhibits a theoretical
data rate of 16 GT/s (Gigatransfer per second, equivalent to a raw data rate
of 16 Gbit/s) and is expected to be used in CPUs and chipsets in 2015. For
Industrial PCs this means that process data can be transmitted and processed
even faster. That, coupled with fast multi-core processors and fast fieldbus

systems such as EtherCAT, is paving the way in automation to scientific engineering methods, on the basis of precise and fast measured values. Beckhoff
has coined the phrase “Scientific Automation” for this.
Microsoft’s announcement that the company’s next operating system,
Windows 8, will also be made available for ARM processors has generated
genuine shock waves. Further details about this are expected at the end of
2011. This announcement could decouple today’s PC concept from the x86
architecture – and then we are back to the question that we asked ourselves
once before in 1980: Is that now a PC? Of course it is.
1)

Source: Intel Corporate Overview June 2011
http://www.intel.com/pressroom/kits/quickreffam.htm
3)
http://ark.intel.com
2)

Fig. 4: Estimation of the future sizes of chip structures
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Software breathes life into
the PC-based controller
Beckhoff hit upon the idea of using a PC as a controller in 1986. 25 years ago a floppy disk drive was to be integrated into
the controllers with Motorola processors developed up to that point by Beckhoff. Since this task was not quite so easy to
accomplish, it was decided to use the PC as the CPU, whereby the floppy disk drive was automatically included. As further
developments demonstrated, the use of the PC as the CPU (Central Processing Unit) for control and Motion Control offers
many more advantages: once written, the software for control, motion and human-machine interface (HMI) can simply
be adopted from one processor generation to the next. As a result, the increasing performance of processors on the PC
market provides the user with ever increasing performance without requiring wholesale changes to the automation
software. A PC-based controller needs a PC, which functions as the CPU, and a fieldbus, with which the input and output
data are read and written. However, it is the software that first breathes life into the PC.

25 Years of PC Control | 08/2011
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S1000 and S2000 –
PLC and Motion Control under DOS
With the first PC-executable control software platforms, S1000 and S2000,
Beckhoff had already made PLC and Motion Control functions, including
CNC, available to its customers starting 1988. Thousands of machines for
completely different fields were automated with the S1000 and S2000 software. The real-time capability of the PCs under the DOS operating system was
made possible by a real-time extension developed by Beckhoff in-house. The
programming of the actual controller took place in a programming language
similar to Step-5. Even at that time it was possible to write parts of the application in C, such as the visualization, for example.

TwinCAT – The Windows Control
and Automation Technology
Beckhoff switched to the Windows operating system and a new programming
philosophy began in 1995. The whole world of automation, from the I/O
level to PLC, Motion and CNC, has been at the disposal of the user since the
introduction of TwinCAT in 1996. TwinCAT implements the real-time, i.e. the
deterministic, virtually jitter-free execution of tasks on the PC with a Windows
operating system. Beckhoff has taken care of the real-time development inhouse from the outset and has always kept the know-how in the company’s
capable hands. Only the high deterministics of real-time make it possible to
accomplish the control of an axis in less than a millisecond on a non-real-time
operating system such as Windows XP.

On the basis of real-time, the drivers represent the connection to the outside world for the different fieldbuses. In addition to the Beckhoff fieldbus
Lightbus, the first software versions already supported PROFIBUS, CANopen
and DeviceNet; over 18 different fieldbus systems are supported today. On
account of the concept of mapping between different process images that
already existed in the first versions, it was simple to implement the development and integration of new fieldbuses. Each fieldbus has its own process
image with inputs and outputs. The same applies to PLC and Motion Control:
linking of variables must be carried out between software and hardware.
These mappings are then updated in the cycle of the associated tasks, i.e. the
values of the variables are copied from one process image to the other. The
decoupling of software devices and fieldbuses makes it possible to change
from one fieldbus to another simply by “re-wiring” – without having to adapt
the software.
The actual application software is usually implemented in the PLC. Programming takes place with the standardized IEC 6113-3 languages. In addition
to the two textual languages Instruction List (IL) and Structured Text (ST),
the graphic languages Ladder Diagram (LD), Function Block Diagram (FBD)
and Sequential Function Chart (SFC) are also available. On top of that,
the IEC 61131-3 standard provides a software architecture that can be
combined extremely well with the real-time characteristics of the TwinCAT
system. The standard defines tasks and programs that can be connected
directly to the real-time tasks.
Motion Control under TwinCAT means first of all the complete control of
individual axes. Each axis is represented in the software by a virtual axis object, which takes care of setpoint generation, scaling and control. In the case

12 technology
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of simulation – which is always automatically available with TwinCAT – the
output values of the axes are set the same as the input values. The axis object
also assumes the task of coupling the real axis. Axis objects can abstract different axis types with different fieldbus interfaces. Abstraction layers enable
the TwinCAT user to simply switch between different types of axes without
modifying the PLC code. The movement of an axis, from the PLC application,
can take place in the same way on a servo axis via EtherCAT or on a stepper
axis via PROFIBUS.
In addition, further functions are available in TwinCAT for the coupling of
axes: linear couplings are realized with the Gearing, non-linear with the
TwinCAT libraries “Camming” or “Flying saw.” All of these couplings are
controlled from the PLC via function blocks for Motion Control applications, which were standardized by the international organization, PLCopen.
Beckhoff actively collaborated in the design of this virtual standard. The
worldwide uniform appearance and behavior of these function blocks has
led to rapid global acceptance of this standard. Work is currently proceeding
on further standardizations.
The ultimate discipline in the field of Motion Control is the movement of interpolating axes, which involves the interpolating movement of several axes in a
group. The fields of application are, for example, the classic machining centers
for wood or metal, as well as portals and, of course, robots. Two levels are
available for interpolation in the TwinCAT system. With TwinCAT NC I up to
three axes can be interpolated at the same time and up to five auxiliary axes
can be carried along on the path. The programming of the path, i.e. the movement of the axes in space, usually takes place according to the DIN 66025.
Here, segments of the path are defined by means of so-called G-commands.
However, programming can also be done in the PLC in the case of the NC I
system and has the advantage that it is easier to learn for the PLC programmer. With the TwinCAT CNC platform, up to five axes can be interpolated at
the same time. The CNC software package provides a series of options that
are often used in machining centers, such as transformation functionality and
high-speed cutting technology.

Thanks to the option to execute TwinCAT
modules on specific cores of multi-core
CPUs, TwinCAT 3 is future-proof and represents the foundation for the foreseeable
future of PC-based control technology.

TwinCAT 3 – Revolution and Evolution
A completely new architecture – called eXtended Automation (XA) – was
unveiled in 2010 with TwinCAT 3, the latest and most advanced generation of TwinCAT. The use of Microsoft Visual Studio® as a framework for the
TwinCAT engineering tools is a revolution in the field of controls engineering.
In TwinCAT 3, the globally renowned and accepted Visual Studio® solution
is integrated with TwinCAT components for system configuration and PLC
programming, enabling the use of existing languages such as C and C++ for
real-time tasks. As a result, extensive existing source codes in C/C++ can be
used to great effect. The .NET programming languages such as C# or VB.NET
are also available in the same programming environment for non-real-time
applications. That means universal engineering for the user: Visual Studio®
forms the common framework for all languages and all configurators. In addi-
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Dr. Josef Papenfort, TwinCAT Product
Manager, Beckhoff Automation

Architecture of the TwinCAT 3 automation software

tion, a series of add-ins is available for Visual Studio®, such as the source code
control option. All source codes of all programming languages, including the
configuration data, can be administered entirely in a source code database.
This can significantly simplify version control and debugging for an entire
team of programmers.
As other examples of well-known and respected programming
solutions, the academic field is inconceivable without Matlab®/
Simulink®.
TwinCAT 3 offers the option to directly execute code from Matlab®/Simulink®
in real-time. Several different toolboxes are available for Matlab®/Simulink®
for controller development or for simulation, significantly simplifying development. C or C++ code is produced by the TwinCAT Target via the real-time
workshop and compiled with the aid of the Microsoft C compiler. An XMLbased description file is additionally generated. The description file and the
compilation can now be integrated into any TwinCAT 3 system, even without
having Matlab®/Simulink® installed. In the TwinCAT system the structure
of the Matlab®/Simulink® network can be viewed and parameters can be
modified.
Object orientation has only been present in PLC programming in a rudimentary form until now. This will completely change with TwinCAT 3: all functions
are now available in order to successfully use object-oriented PLC code.

Inheritance and virtual classes (interfaces) are also available in addition to
the definition of classes and methods. If used correctly, these constructions
should ensure that the quality of the PLC software increases and that engineering costs are lowered. Object orientation will also become manifest as a
global standard in the third edition of IEC 61131-3.
The tried-and-tested configuration of the I/Os and axes using the TwinCAT
system manager and the Motion Control system in the previous version has
been adopted to a large extent in TwinCAT 3. The Beckhoff real-time extension for the Windows operating systems has likewise been adopted, but has
been extended with the option to distribute functions to the various cores of
a multi-core CPU. By means of configuration the user can intelligently decide
which function should run on which core. The performance of the new multicore CPUs is thus entirely at the disposal of the user.
With TwinCAT 3 Beckhoff has also pushed the standardization of real-time
modules further. In a similar fashion to EtherCAT, all software modules are
given standardized interfaces and a standardized state machine. The TwinCAT
runtime modules obey the TwinCAT Component Object Model (TcCOM). Comparable to the COM for Windows programming, real-time modules can place
their methods at the disposal of other modules. This standardization ensures
that modules that were written in different languages can interact with one
another in a runtime. Runtime modules can be directly and cyclically executed
by tasks or can also be called by other modules. For example, a PLC module
can directly use a controller that was written in Matlab®/Simulink®.
Summary
Beckhoff has been providing its customers with software packages for the
automation of machines and plants for 25 years. In doing so, justice has been
done to the progress associated with each new operating system and the
increasingly powerful processors. With TwinCAT 3 in particular, Beckhoff has
set a further milestone. Here, particular importance has been attached in the
engineering to the efficient creation of application software. The optimum
programming language can be selected for each problem, thus reducing the
engineering costs.
TwinCAT www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT
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25 years of PC Control –
from the idea to the world standard

μC-based Control
1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

PC-based Control
1985

1987

1986

1988

1989

1990

First PC-based
machine controller
was delivered
by Beckhoff

S1000:
Software
PLC/NC on
PC (DOS)

Lightbus:
Fibre-optic
fieldbus
for fast
I/O coupling

C2000:
All-in-one
Motherboard

Intel® 386™
microprocessor

Intel® 486™
microprocessor

 32 bit

 1.2 million transistors

 275,000 transistors

 built-in math coprocessor

MS DOS 3.3
 3½-inch, 1.44 MB HD
floppy disk
 hard disk partitioning
possible
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PC-based Control
1991

1992

1994

1997

1993

1995

1996

1998

S2000:
Software
PLC/NC/CNC
on PC (DOS)

Bus Terminals:
Fine granular
I/Os

TwinCAT:
Standard realtime automation
software running
on Windows

CP-Link:
Remote Control
Panels up to
100 m from IPC

Intel® Pentium®
processor

Intel® Celeron®
processor

 3.1 million
transistors

 7.5 million
transistors

 integrated
floating-point
unit

MS DOS 5.0

MS DOS 6.22

Windows 95

 additionally
available RAM:
HMA, EMS, XMS

 DrvSpace data
storage device
compression

 16/32 bit operating
system

 larger hard disk
partitions: 2 GB
instead of 32 MB

 modern Graphical
User Interface

Windows NT 4.0
Workstation
 Graphical User Interface
similar to Windows 95
 purely 32 bit operating
system
 memory protection through
separate address spaces
 modern NTFS file system
 multi-CPU support
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PC-based Control
2000

2001

2004

1999

2002

2003

2005

Fieldbus Box:
The compact
IP 67 modules

CX1000:
Embedded
PC – Modular
DIN rail
Industrial PCs

EtherCAT:
Real-time
Ethernet
for automation

TwinSAFE:
The compact
safety solution
AX5000:
EtherCAT
Servo Drive

Intel® Pentium® III
processor

Intel® Pentium® 4
processor

Intel® Pentium®
4-M processor

Intel® IXP420
network processor

 28 million
transistors

 42 million
transistors

 55 million
transistors

 single-chip
integrated
processor

Windows 2000

Windows XP

Windows Embedded CE 5.0

 USB support

 improved plug-and-play

 plug-and-play
for PCI and USB

 new user interface design

 improved
hardware support

 firewall
 fast change of user

Windows
Embedded CE 3.0

Windows Embedded CE 4.2

 real-time support

 Graphical User Interface
 real-time operating system with 256 thread
priorities, 32 processes, 32 MB address space
per process
 scalable memory requirement, minimum 400 KB

 transaction-based,
non-volatile TFAT file system
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PC-based Control
2009

2007

2011

2006

2008

2010

Scientific
Automation:
Measurement
technology and
engineering science
as a control
component

XFC:
eXtreme Fast
Control for
efficient machines
and plants

TwinCAT 3:
Engineering tool
for object-oriented
and modular
automation

Intel® Core™2
Duo processor

Intel® Core™2
Quad processor

Intel® Celeron®
processor

Intel® Xeon®
processor

 multi-core CPU

 multi-core CPU
 582 million
transistors

 105 million
transistors

 8-core CPU

 291 million
transistors

Intel® Atom™
processor
Windows Embedded CE 6.0
 number of available processes
increased to 65,535
 virtual address space increased
to 2 GB per process

 energy-efficient,
low-cost design

Windows 7

 47 million
transistors

 improved safety functions
against attacks by harmful
software
 new user interface design
 convenient user guidance
 64 bit version

Windows Embedded
Standard 7
 scalable system
 smaller footprint
 installable language support
 embedded features e.g. EWF
(Enhanced Write Filter)

Windows Embedded
Compact 7
 multi-CPU support
 Silverlight for Windows Embedded
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Interview to mark 25 years of PC-based
control technology

The pioneer of
Industrial PCs

The pioneer:
Hans Beckhoff,
Managing Director
of Beckhoff
Automation

Beckhoff presented the first PC-based machine controller as far back as 1986 – in other words, a quarter of a century
ago – and, in doing so, was a pioneer in opening up the way for IT technologies into industrial environments. To
mark the anniversary, Stefan Ziegler, Editor-in-chief of the German magazine Elektro Automation interviewed the
founder of the company and primary strategist, Hans Beckhoff, about the latest developments and future potential
of Industrial PC technology.
Elektro Automation: 25 years of PC-based Control. Mr. Beckhoff,
congratulations are easy with the benefit of hindsight, but at the
start, puzzled looks were probably in the majority. How did you
view the situation at that time?
Hans Beckhoff: That’s right, we delivered the first PC-based controller as far back as 1986. We then presented it to the general public in
1990 at the Hannover Messe In the run up to the debut, we tested the
new technology for four years together with many customers from the
woodworking and window industries, among others. This mid-sized cooperation made a considerable contribution to the successful development
of PC Control. Our customers recognized the advantages of PC-based
control technology at an early stage and they trusted us! As a result,
the PC characteristics in our control technology were quickly accepted.
Suddenly it was possible to input data directly to the machine from a
floppy disk; that was a gigantic advancement which was simply not
possible with the standard control technology of the time. In addition to
that, the PC made very high computing performance available, which for
example, enabled optimization programs directly in the machine controller for cutting materials to size; that was also a first at the time. Our performance was much higher than anything achievable with conventional
control technology back then.

We expanded our PC Control concept consistently and quickly in the
years that followed: multi-axis NC functions and a complete, integrated
software PLC enabled the PC-based Control of highly complex machines
and plants. As mentioned previously, PC Control technology had matured
to the extent that Beckhoff presented the concept to a wider public for
the first time at the Hannover Messe in 1990. The professional world was
surprised, skeptical and impressed all at once. The high performance and
value for the price quickly convinced many customers, however. Starting
with this Hannover Messe, PC control has become generally accepted
worldwide as a standard technology in automation and has enabled
the Beckhoff workforce to grow from 40 employees at the time to over
2000 people worldwide today.
Elektro Automation: How did the idea to develop PC-based control
technology actually come about back then?
Hans Beckhoff: We established our company in 1980, starting with microprocessor-based 1-, 2- and 3-axis Motion Controllers, combined with
standard PLCs. As the machine manufacturers’ tasks became more and
more complex, the single-processor system was no longer adequate and
we developed multi-processor systems complete with their own graphics
card and bus system. Beckhoff thus had an outstanding control platform
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by around 1984 and was also very commercially successful with it; further
economic development was secured as a result. Then we saw a possible
paradigm shift, however. We realized that our motion hardware could be
replaced by software on a standard computer! The actual initiator of the
software-based PC control concept, however, was a customer for whom
we were to integrate a hard disk into our microprocessor controller for
data storage. At that time, the idea of developing our own hard disk
controller was a very daunting one. Instead, we decided to “hide” one of
the XT PCs from IBM, which at that time had just been introduced, in the
control cabinet and to couple it to our microprocessor controller via the
serial interface. The result was a microprocessor-based machine controller
on an 8-bit processor with a 2 MHz clock frequency combined with a hard

“The PC Control principle is very simple: a powerful
Industrial PC, an equally high-performance fieldbus to
which peripheral devices for sensor and actuator systems
are connected, and control software with real-time capability for motion and logic – nothing more is required.”
disk controller in the form of a 16-bit PC with an 8 MHz clock frequency
and, even then, a color display. This discrepancy in performance data led
us to the realization that the roles of the PC and the machine controller
could be reversed. That’s how the idea came about to port our software
know-how from the microprocessor world to the PC. The PC architecture
proved to be astoundingly capable for real-time-performance and industrially compatible, so that we already had the first PC-based machine
controller just six months later.
Elektro Automation: Didn’t the image of the “unreliable office PC”
play any part then?
Hans Beckhoff: That was continually discussed, of course, but even
our first PC controllers in 1986 proved to be suitable for harsh daily
industrial production. On top of that, the PC had unbelievable advantages compared to the normal controller. Apart from the high computing
performance, the integration of IT communication, outstanding HMIs and
the openness of the architecture, the main advantage was the available
memory space. Even 32 KB were almost unaffordable for a PLC at that
time, whereas the PC provided 640 KB, a good half of which could be
used as PLC memory. Machine manufacturers viewed that as a genuine
liberation. In addition, the high computing performance and the short
cycle times meant that they could realize not only a 3-axis machine, but
also a 12-axis machine. In those days that was something of a sensation,
because 12-axis controllers were actually unaffordable, but in our control
system they were “just” a piece of software. Technologically, we were
so far ahead that many new customers were also ready to accept the
perceived risk of using the PC.

Elektro Automation: Did porting the software to the PC mean the
end of the development of your microprocessor-based control
technology?
Hans Beckhoff: Naturally, we continue to maintain our product series;
that is to say, the further development of the microprocessor-based controller continued actively until 1989, although only to a very small extent.
We still supply it today, by the way. However, we made a relatively hard
paradigm shift starting from 1985; that is to say, we developed PC software and concentrated our hardware development on plug-in cards for the
PC. Such a paradigm shift (in other words, questioning an existing product
and starting a new product line) has taken place several times in the history of our company. For example, we stopped the further development of
the fieldbus modules developed between 1988 and 1994 after the idea of
the modular bus terminal matured in 1993. Sometimes the good just has
to make way for the better. But of course we still supply the previously
developed fieldbus modules today. PC technology and the associated
fieldbus technology are in any case characterized by long life cycles – this
characteristic is good for all users, although we didn’t see it that way at the
start. There have been no fundamental changes to the successful concept
of PC control since then: The abstraction of the control functionality from
the device hardware and the consistent use of “mainstream” IT technologies converging with the principles of automation technology lead, on the
one hand, to continuously improving performance and functionality and,
on the other, to cost reductions. The PC Control principle is very simple:
a powerful Industrial PC, an equally high-performance fieldbus to which
peripheral devices for sensor and actuator systems are connected, and
control software with real-time capability for motion and logic – nothing
more is required. Beckhoff has developed further important products over
the last 25 years that could be considered milestones, since they each
represent a smaller or larger revolution and have contributed in no small
way to the current state of PC-based automation.
Elektro Automation: A great deal has happened, from PC Control
to the Bus Terminal and Industrial Ethernet. In your view, what
have been the most important milestones during 25 years of PCbased Control?
Hans Beckhoff: The first real milestone was naturally the presentation
of PC-based control technology in 1986, followed by the introduction
of the first fieldbus system, our own fiber optic bus Lightbus in 1989.
It was way ahead of its time, with a data transfer rate of 2.5 Mbaud,
ring bus structure and hard determinism, and even then it could process
1000 inputs or outputs per millisecond, or it could control axes in realtime. We learned a great deal about communication during its development and several operating principles of Lightbus can still be found
today in EtherCAT. A next milestone, in 1988, was the first freely programmable, Step5-compatible software S1000, which served as a work
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RS232

Modem

Windows NT/2000/XP/Vista, Windows 7, NT/XP Embedded, CE
Application software

Development environment for PLC/NC
Real-time PLC, NC, CNC
General process interface (fieldbus, Ethernet)

I/O modules

Drives

Basic structure of PC-based
control technology

platform for the next six years. That was followed in 1996 by the TwinCAT
software generation developed for Windows-based systems.
Our first proprietary-developed PC motherboard in 1990 is also very
important for me. As a universal, all-in-one board with FPU coprocessor
(at that time, still a separate chip), integrated graphics, ROM disk, communication and fieldbus interfaces, it was a single-board PC and thus a
single-board machine controller. That is standard today, but back then it
was a little ahead of its time.
The next big step was without doubt the Bus Terminal in 1995, with which
we took up the idea of the electrical terminal block and turned it into an
electronic terminal block. From our point of view we brought a develop-

“We are convinced of the convergence of IT and automation technology for 25 years and we think that the next
consistent step will be for measurement technology and
C-programming to also become standards in automation.”
ment onto the market that was not only evolutionary, but also revolutionary because, in our opinion, this has continued to affect automation
designs to this day worldwide. The Control Panel Link (CP-Link) from 1998
is also an important development. This simple-to-handle option to connect remote control panels to the PC over long distances via two coaxial
cables has been of great benefit to PC control technology with regard to
robustness in practical use.
We presented what was in our view a further technical revolution in
2003: EtherCAT – Ethernet for Control Automation Technology. EtherCAT
again demonstrates the powerful approach of uniting IT technology
and automation with each other, in other words – using the convergence of technologies! Beckhoff has bundled its entire experience in
real-time, communication and I/O into EtherCAT and made it available
for global use. Today, EtherCAT is an IEC-standardized global standard;
the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) user community encompasses
1,700 industrial members and continues to grow. EtherCAT helps shift
the limits of automation technology every day; it also provides the basis
for high-performance machine controllers, which then automate efficient,
resource-saving machines and plants.

The next milestone followed in 2005 with TwinSAFE. TwinSAFE – that is to
say, safety-relevant communication in unsafe industrial communication
environments – is the basis for the integration of functional safety and
control technology in a system architecture. We consider this development to be tremendously important and we will continue to push safety
technologies forward in the near future.
Two newer Beckhoff technologies are particularly pleasing for me personally: XFC (eXtreme Fast Control) and Scientific Automation. XFC enables
an ultra-fast control technology with which the cycle time can be reduced
to 100 μs, thus improving the limits of control technology by an order
of magnitude. Scientific Automation enables the integration of measurement technology and engineering science into control technology,
opening up new areas of use and the further development of PC-based
automation technology.
In 2010 we presented TwinCAT 3 – once again a significant step for our
users and for us, since we have integrated our engineering tool even more
deeply into the IT world, with Visual Studio as the framework and C as a
fully integrated programming language.
Elektro Automation: Apart from these development highlights, are
there any further aspects that particularly distinguish Beckhoff,
the company?
Hans Beckhoff: We are most obviously a technology company. For that
reason in particular, however, it is important for us to cooperate closely
with our customers. That’s why we have always pushed the expansion of
our support, sales and marketing networks forward along with the actual
technological development. We exhibited at a trade fair for the first time
in 1990; today more than 500 employees work in sales and support in
30 Beckhoff companies worldwide. A further characteristic is our philosophy of mastering the fundamental technologies of automation in the
smallest detail in-house. For example, our PC Control products are naturally based on proprietary-developed motherboards with our own BIOS;
our real-time software is based on a patented real-time extension; in the
field of communication, we naturally have own communication stacks
and communication specialists for a very wide range of industrial protocols; our hardware specialists design our own ASICS. In I/O technology
and Drive Technology we have a command of all “small and large currents
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Elektro Automation – at that time
still “Elektro Anzeiger” – published
the first front page story on PC Control
from Beckhoff as far back as 1992.

Stefan Ziegler,
Editor-in-chief of
the German magazine
Elektro Automation

and voltages” combined with a great deal of intelligent software. And, of
course, we have many automation specialists on board who are proficient
down to “the last bit” in their respective areas of automation – such as
PLC, Motion, control technology and measurement technology – and we
continue to push them forward. This deep understanding of the fundamental automation technologies opens up many further development
possibilities to Beckhoff well into the future.
Elektro Automation: The combination of PLC, Motion Control
and robotics functions as well as the integration of C/C++ programming and measurement data recording are trends to which
Beckhoff has also dedicated itself. How do you judge these today
and for the near future?
Hans Beckhoff: We are convinced of the convergence of IT and automation technology for 25 years and we think that the next consistent step
will be for measurement technology and C-programming to also become
standards in automation. PC technology is quite capable of providing this
“Scientific Automation,” whereas the standard PLC control technology
may have greater difficulty. More effective machines will need to be built
in the future and that’s why we are sure that the concept of Scientific
Automation (in other words, the integration of measurement technology
and automation technology) will extend the application possibilities for
our PC control technology. The PC Control revolution will continue, driven
by hardware and software advances in IT and automation technology
(AT). Multi-core technologies allow the provision of virtually unlimited
computing power and new software tools are improving engineering. All
automation engineers are called on to capitalize on these increases in
performance, for example, to control machines, plants and buildings with
greater efficiency and with less use of resources.
Elektro Automation: The EtherCAT real-time Ethernet system has
also been successful for eight years. How do you assess its development and future potential?
Hans Beckhoff: Above all, I see three success factors here: first of
all the technology itself, which is simply convincing for engineers and
most attractive as a result. EtherCAT offers precisely what engineers
need and they understand the unique selling points of the technology.

Added to that is the consistent disclosure. Absolutely any company that
is interested in the implementation of EtherCAT may join the ETG user
organization and get support. Even though Beckhoff created EtherCAT,
the ETG members are actively contributing to the further development of
the technology – this way, profiles are defined for different applications,
for example. Thanks to this cooperation, EtherCAT was quickly “rounded
off” and ready for use on the one hand, while on the other, the basic technology itself has been stable since 2004. We consider that to be a further
important success factor. However, EtherCAT offers further development
potential in every respect. The latest milestone here is the integration of
the EtherCAT interface into several microprocessor product lines, which
Texas Instruments announced at Hannover Messe 2011. EtherCAT is thus
becoming a mainstream technology, even beyond the pure automation
market. We are naturally very pleased that EtherCAT is the first real-time
Ethernet technology to have made the jump into standard products.
Elektro Automation: Beckhoff has also recently become a servomotor manufacturer through the joint venture company Fertig
Motors. How does this fit into the image of a PC-based automation company?
Hans Beckhoff: We are a PC-based automation company, but essentially
we are more broadly an automation company. It naturally makes a great
deal of sense for an automation company to have a command of the
entire range of automation devices, in other words, not just the control
technology, the intelligence, of the machine, but also the actuators, and
these include the motors and the corresponding drives. We are very proud
of the fact that we are not only masters of the motherboard BIOS, the
last bit in the I/O sector and 100 μs real-time, but now also of magnetic
field design. It will be possible to achieve very good synergies from the
combination of all of this knowledge. This applies in particular to the balance of functionality; in other words: what does the PC take care of in a
drive controller, what does the Servo Drive do and what is included in the
motor itself? Our communication know-how will also flow decisively into
our new motor designs. We are very confident of being able to present the
first products from Fertig Motors by the end of the year!
Source: Elektro Automation 06/2011, Konradin-Verlag, www.wirautomatisierer.de
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Beckhoff real-time kernels for DOS, Windows,
Embedded OS and multi-core CPUs

Real-time processing –
the basis for PC Control

Beckhoff employs Microsoft operating systems for its PCbased control technology. When used in industrial automation, the operating system must be extended at the lowest
level for deterministic real-time behavior. The real-time
kernels for MS-DOS and Windows developed by Beckhoff
form the basis for this. As a Microsoft technology partner,
Beckhoff obtains early access to new Windows technologies and is thus able to guarantee the operability of the
new operating systems and their Embedded variants, as
well as multi-core support for real-time applications.
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Ramon Barth, director of
system, HMI and real-time
software development,
Beckhoff Automation

The great advantage of PC-based control lies in the possibility to process
general IT tasks and functions in parallel, since they must be executed in realtime. Real-time-capable execution means that the temporal start and end of
a computing operation or a sequence of computing operations are repeatedly
deterministic. In order to enable the coexistence of these different worlds, the
standard PC for PC control is extended by real-time.
Generally available operating systems with significant market distribution
are only conditionally real-time-capable, since this is not demanded in the
higher software layers or application levels of a PC. However, the processing
of hardware signals and interrupts also has to take place quickly and deterministically even in office and home PCs, so that events generated in quick
succession by the hardware are not lost. For that reason, particular attention
is paid to deterministic processing and short response times even at the lowest level in general PC operating systems. This is where a real-time extension
for a general operating system comes in.
The central starting point for the temporal allocation of PC computing capacity and the control of the real-time functions of PC control is the timer interrupt. The source of this time-controlled interrupt depends on the development
history of the PC architecture, wherein the timer that triggered the real-time
interrupt under MS-DOS is also still available on current PC hardware. The use
of other interrupt sources is more efficient nowadays, however.
As the name implies, the timer interrupt interrupts the CPU’s current instruction processing after a configurable length of time and branches via the
interrupt vector table to the specific code for the interrupt concerned. This
ensures that real-time code is cyclically processed. The precisely maintained
length of time between two interrupts is the basis for the quality of the realtime functionality of the PC control system. With each interrupt it is optionally
possible to accomplish a context change between two different processing
tasks via a scheduler.
PC Control – Real-time under MS-DOS
MS-DOS or PC-DOS (simply referred to as DOS from now on) is a “low level”
operating system from today’s point of view. With the help of the PC-BIOS,
DOS (Disk Operating System) mainly manages the PC’s hardware resources,
such as mass storage devices and interfaces to connected devices. As a
“single task” operating system, DOS can only start one program at a time.
If another program is to be executed, the one currently being processed
must be terminated first. In order to make background functions possible
despite that, TSR (Terminate Stay Resident) provides a “back door” to leave

small auxiliary programs in memory after terminating the program. These
TSR programs can be brought to “quasi life” using interrupts. Examples of
this are PC remote control programs, which allow access to a DOS-based
computer by modem.
Beckhoff developed its first DOS-based software PLC solution in 1988 under
the designation S1000. The further development for software-based PLC/NC/
CNC with a user interface in one program followed in 1993 with the S2000
software.

Fig. 1: PC Control – Real-time under MS-DOS

The S2000 software distinguished between three task levels: the NC task
with the highest priority, followed by the PLC task and the foreground
task and the user interface, which was executed in the remaining available
computing time of the PC. The changeover between the task levels was
accomplished via a scheduler, which was called by the timer interrupt in
adjustable integral multiples of one millisecond. The NC function had priority
over the freely programmable PLC function. The PLC consisted of one task,
which could be programmed by the user in an S5-IL dialect. The sensors and
actuators of the controlled machine were read in or output via Beckhoff’s
Lightbus network.
The S2000 foreground task consisted of cooperative multitasking, which
made user inputs in parallel to background functions possible, thus removing
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the single-task limitation of the DOS operating system. The visual display of
the user interface was implemented by textual graphics with 80 x 25 characters and an ASCII character set. DOS was used for the administration of the PC
operating equipment and essentially for data storage in mass storage devices.
PC Control on the basis of Microsoft Windows
With the further development of general PC technology with higher processing power and full graphic displays, extensive operating system extensions
became necessary in order to use the resulting new solutions. A graphical
user interface for DOS was initially developed on the PC in the form of
Windows, which enjoyed increasing popularity from version 3.1 onwards.
Windows 95 used 32-bit processors and introduced pre-emptive multitasking
as well as a modern user surface.
In Windows NT, Microsoft developed a fundamentally new operating system
for server and workstation systems, initially for the professional field. Due to
the higher stability of Windows NT in comparison with Windows 95 (which
still relied internally on MS-DOS) NT enjoyed greater acceptance than Windows 95 in the industrial environment. Windows NT then also formed the
basis for TwinCAT, the first Windows-based PC control solution from Beckhoff.
In TwinCAT (The Windows Control and Automation Technology), a completely
new automation system was developed on basis of the PC Control concept
that replaces conventional PLC and NC/CNC controllers as well as operating
devices. The hardware components familiar from conventional automation
technology (PLC, NC, axis cards, etc.) are implemented in TwinCAT as socalled software devices. TwinCAT can be modularly extended depending on
needs without having to change existing software structures.

Fig. 2: The hardware components familiar from conventional automation technology (PLC, NC, axis cards etc.) are implemented in TwinCAT as so-called software
devices. TwinCAT can thus be modularly extended depending on needs without
having to change existing software structures.
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The TwinCAT software devices can be distributed to different components,
depending on requirements: The TwinCAT PLC programs can run both on
Beckhoff PCs and on Bus Terminal Controllers. A so-called message router
manages and distributes all messages in the system via TCP/IP connections
(PC systems) or via serial interfaces and fieldbuses (Bus Terminal Controllers).
Real-time functionality under Windows
The integration of a real-time extension into a complex operating system such
as Windows NT (Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows
7 are very closely related in this regard) is considerably more difficult than
was the case with MS-DOS. Windows is inherently capable of multitasking, so
that many processes can be executed in parallel. Therefore, hardware access
can take place only in the protected kernel mode. Drivers and the operating
system expect a defined temporal behavior of the PC hardware. In order to
enable the most transparent possible integration of real-time functionality in
Windows without at the same time changing the operating system or other
standard software components, a timer implementation was developed for
TwinCAT and patented by Beckhoff: the “double-tick.”
“Double-tick” is the name given to the system characteristic of triggering an
interrupt each time when switching from non-real-time mode to real-time
mode and back again. When switching to real-time mode, the interrupt is
used at the same time to activate the TwinCAT scheduler. The active, deterministic switching back to non-real-time mode after an adjustable length of
time guarantees not only that Windows is given sufficient computing time
by the respective CPU, but also that the necessary response times for certain
hardware functions, such as modem, network or USB, are adhered to.
The TwinCAT real-time mode is interrupted in normal mode only by the
double-tick interrupt, which activates the scheduler of the real-time kernel
and switches back to Windows if necessary. Exceptions to this, however,
are the NMI (Non Maskable Interrupt), which is triggered by intolerable
hardware errors, and the SMI (System Management Interrupt). In exceptional
cases, however, these events can also be prevented by the configuration of
TwinCAT. All regular interrupts necessary for the operation of the PC system
are allowed in non-real-time mode and are also processed there. Under the
conditions described, TwinCAT can ensure the necessary real-time functionality without disturbing the operation of the PC system.
In contrast to the S2000 software, TwinCAT has a modular structure and
offers greater automation functionality. In order to support this modularity
and finer granularity in the timing and prioritization, a real-time core was
developed for TwinCAT that allows 64 task priorities to be assigned, which
are then executed in the real-time mode. Beyond that the real-time core offers
functions for the synchronization of tasks and CPUs and for intertask communication. The pre-emptive scheduler ensures that the task with the highest
priority is started at the desired time and runs to its end. The tasks with a
lower priority share the remaining computing time according to their rank.
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Fig. 3: The CX9000 Embedded PC series integrates PC-based control technology
in a compact bus terminal housing with Windows CE operating system.

Windows CE – PC Control scales itself for Embedded systems
Increasingly, powerful PC systems with ever more powerful operating
systems and convenient user interfaces are frequently oversized for simple
automation applications. In Windows CE, Microsoft has developed an operating system which is compatible to desktop Windows and can be finely scaled
in terms of size and function. Originally planned for use mainly in mobile
devices, Windows CE has been real-time-capable since version 3.0 and is used
increasingly in the industrial environment.
Due to the relationship of Windows CE with the “large” versions of Windows,
it was possible to adapt “TwinCAT CE” to “TwinCAT XP” with compatible
source code. This means that all current and future TwinCAT functions are
also available under Windows CE. The only restrictions are those due to the
available hardware platforms.
TwinCAT CE uses the native real-time capability of Windows CE, extended by
a fine-granular timer (resolution < 1 ms) on Beckhoff Embedded PCs. Since
TwinCAT has mapped all real-time functions on Windows CE, TwinCAT realtime applications such as software PLC and Motion Control can coexist with
real-time applications of a different origin.
Since version 3.0 of Windows CE, released in 2000, the operating system has
been continuously developed, but always remains at least one step behind
the desktop Windows. The current version of Windows CE is Windows Embedded Compact 7. It now supports SMP (symmetric multi-processing) for the
first time on multiprocessor systems. TwinCAT CE 3 will also use and support
this function of the operating system.
Multi-core – PC Control processing power multiplies itself
In addition to dual core CPUs, quad or octuple core units are now also
available at a reasonable cost. This development benefits software-based
automation solutions because they are able to distribute tasks depending on
the number of available CPU cores. In other words: functional units such as
HMI, PLC control, PLC runtime and NC can be distributed to dedicated cores
with less effort than has been the case until now.

Beckhoff facilitates the utilization of multi-core systems through corresponding configuration and diagnostics tools. For example, the “TwinCAT
System Manager” enables monitoring of real-time task runtimes and manual
configuration of priorities or task sequences. Tasks can be allocated statically to a particular core via configurable core affinities. Ready-made profiles
can be used to mimic conventional classification into PLC and NC runtime
systems. In the development of real-time or PLC applications in the TwinCAT
system environment, the switch from single to dual-core systems is taking
place seamlessly since TwinCAT uses only one core here. However, the transition from the single or dual-core to the multi-core system will also be a fluid
one, because TwinCAT can release several cores so that the available computing power can be used. The real-time runtime environment continues to use
only one CPU so that existing PLC projects can be used directly without losing any of their benefits. A special characteristic of the software generation,
TwinCAT 3, is that each used core sets the optimum system clock depending
on the cycle time of its task. This saves computing power and reduces the
energy demand.

Fig. 4: Dual-core CPU. Due to the use of multi-core systems, functional units
(e.g. PLC and NC runtimes, HMI) are distributed to individual computer cores.

As TwinCAT makes unused CPU time available for Windows applications,
the Windows operating system sees two CPUs, of which one is running at
part capacity. Windows applications built from several program threads can
benefit from this. The Windows operating system distributes the application
threads to the available CPUs, which physically run in parallel, so that the
CPU hardware is optimally used. However, synchronization gaps are more
likely to occur in the application of physical parallel processing than in the
virtual parallel processing of threads. Here the CPU changes very quickly back
and forth between various programs so that, although it looks like parallel
processing, it actually takes place sequentially. In order to optimally use
multi-core systems in the future, all applications must be divided in a modular
way into threads or tasks as far as possible. Windows and TwinCAT can thus
distribute the processing of program components optimally to the available
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memory and more registers are available; on the other hand, the compiled
code is significantly larger, requiring more memory and cache. A general gain
in performance can be achieved only if all features are consistently used, or
if an application urgently needs a larger address space.
For automation applications the address space of a 32-bit system is usually
adequate. An extended address space naturally results in a larger potential
for applications such as Condition Monitoring or digital image analysis, which
the PC can execute in addition to the tasks that it already has. Beckhoff refers
to these technologies as Scientific Automation.

Fig. 5: Example of use for the load of a multi-core CPU

CPU cores. Monolithic programs will still continue to work, but they will only
be able to use the existing computing capacity to an ever-decreasing degree.
Due to the falling costs of dynamic RAM and the increasing memory requirements of resource-hungry applications such as HD video processing, new
PCs are increasingly being offered with memory capacities of more than
4 GB. Since this is the theoretical limit of the address space for a 32-bit CPU
(in reality approx. 3.5 GB is actually available), advanced PCs are increasingly
based on 64-bit operating systems. 64-bit Windows utilizes a mode of modern
x86 CPUs that enables 32-bit applications to be used unmodified in parallel
with 64-bit applications. This operating mode developed by AMD therefore
enables a smooth transition from 32-bit to 64-bit environments. AMD calls
this processor mode 64-bit longmode, while Intel offers CPUs with these
features under the name IA-32e mode. Both technologies are compatible
with one another and offer 32-bit and 64-bit compatibility as sub-modes. In
reference to the x86 history of the respective processors, Microsoft refers to
this mode as x64 in current development tools.
Due to the processor characteristics mentioned, Windows can execute 32 or
64-bit applications in the 64-bit version, wherein 32-bit applications must
accept slight speed losses, since all accesses to the 64-bit operating system
must be converted from 32 to 64 bits. Like the operating system for x64,
device drivers that run in kernel mode must be compiled and also signed.
Signing is intended to enable unique determination of the origin of a device
driver, thereby preventing harmful code from being loaded into the address
space of the operating system.
Programs compiled for x64 work in a 64-bit address space and can access an
additional eight “general purpose registers” with a 64-bit width. The registers
that are familiar from x86 are also 64 bits wide. Segment registers are no
longer required or have no purpose with the exception of the GS register
for addressing of operating system structures. In 64-bit mode the features
described above result in advantages or disadvantages for the performance
of the overall system, depending on the application. On the one hand, more

Optimum utilization of modern processor architectures
In addition to continuously increasing computing power, compatibility
between CPU generations is a key feature of the x86 architecture. x86 processors of the latest generation are still able to execute programs that were
compiled for the Intel® 8086 CPU dating back to 1978. For compatibility
reasons many 32-bit applications still only use the instruction set and the
features of an 8086 CPU. While even these programs benefit from increased
speed with each new processor generation, the capacity of new processor
architectures is utilized to a lesser and lesser extent. An additional complication is that current processors emulate certain compatibility functions with
the aid of micro code, which may even result in slight performance losses.
In these situations hyperthreading may offer a solution. It offers improved
resource utilization through parallelization, provided the respective software
supports it. However, in the medium term optimum utilization of the available
computing power can only be achieved with new instruction sets. TwinCAT 3
was fundamentally revised with this in mind and can optionally be optimized
for current CPU types. Among other things this applies to floating point calculations and utilization of the CPU cache.
After multi-core comes general parallel processing
The success of PC Control is based on the convergence of the technical
achievements of the IT world with automation technology. Automation
technology benefits here from the continuous development of hardware
and software at reasonable costs. Technical progress in the development of
new processors is most striking, but general software development is also
producing new and interesting possibilities for use in automation technology.
The current catchword here is AMP (Accelerated Massive Parallelism), an
extension of the C++ programming language intended to enable better utilization of available computing capacity. With the aid of AMP, developers can
in the future address every kind of resource in the PC system and distribute
instructions to CPUs, GPUs and discrete graphic processors. In the future, the
distribution of functions to other computers and virtual machines will also
be supported.
However, this new technology must be provided with the necessary real-time
capability in order to be suitable for use in automation technology. PC Control
is on the right road here as well, with TwinCAT 3 and the integration of C/C++.
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EtherCAT: High-performance control
requires high-performance communication
The first PC-based controller in 1986 was already high-performance because, thanks to fast PC
processors, it was already significantly more powerful and faster than the so-called hardware
controllers at that time. Even then it was a challenge to bring this computing power “down to
the ground,” i.e. to the sensors and actuators of the plant to be controlled. Although plug-in I/O
cards were a solution, they coupled the maximum number of inputs and outputs to the number
of free card slots and led by nature to the multi-wire, inflexible wiring of all peripheral devices
up to the PC in the central control cabinet. As a result, a serial fieldbus was required – and there
was still no convincing system at the close of the 1980s: Interbus, SERCOS and co. were still in their
infancy and initially supported either I/Os or drives. PROFIBUS DP and CANopen hadn’t even been
invented yet. Beckhoff made a virtue out of necessity and developed the Lightbus protocol that
was the basis for the current real-time Ethernet fieldbus: EtherCAT.
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The operational principle of Lightbus of telegram processing on the
fly, coupled with priority-controlled, logical communication channels,
had already led in 1989 to impressive performance figures: While over
1000 distributed I/Os were addressed every millisecond, some fast drive
controllers could be updated at the same time every 100 μs with the
Lightbus. Lightbus was thus even more powerful than the fast PC CPUs
of the time, laying the foundations for a long life of this fiber-optic-based
fieldbus technology.
Over 20 years after its development, the Lightbus system is still faster
than practically all other fieldbuses and also faster than the vast majority
of the Industrial Ethernet variants, which represent the latest fieldbus
generation. But even the Lightbus is no longer fast enough to completely
map the computing power of today’s PC CPUs in the plant peripherals.
Therefore, Beckhoff developed EtherCAT, in a manner of speaking the
next Lightbus generation. EtherCAT also uses the principle of processing
on the fly and supports an arbitrary number of logical communication
channels – but on a medium that is 40 times faster, on 100 Mbit/s Fast
Ethernet. EtherCAT can communicate, for example, with 100 servo axes
every 100 μs. However, even the fastest Industrial PC cannot calculate
the control algorithms of this number of axes every 100 μs. So Beckhoff

Ethernet down to the terminal: Full duplex Ethernet in the ring,
one telegram for many devices, connection directly at the standard
Ethernet port
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has once again developed a bus system that is “future-proof” and will
not represent a bottleneck in the control system in the foreseeable future.
Fieldbus becomes the bottleneck
for PC-based control
Classic fieldbuses cannot match the performance of PC-based control.
Therefore, despite a high-performance controller, additional local special
controllers and regulators are frequently used for local pre-processing of
the data when a slower fieldbus or Industrial Ethernet system is chosen.
These controllers must be programmed and configured separately. Examples of this are special hydraulic controllers, integrated drive positioning
controllers or even the mass flow controllers in semiconductor manufacturing plants. The variety of hardware and tools required for this forces
up the costs of acquisition, engineering and maintenance. Distributed
local controllers may be a tried-and-tested means in modular machines,
but in many applications they are quite simply a necessity born of the
communication bottleneck.
Using EtherCAT and TwinCAT, very fast control loops can also be closed
over the bus: complex special controllers and their proprietary programming tools become redundant and can be replaced by fast I/O terminals
and a TwinCAT controller function block. That is not only less expensive;
it also opens the “black box” of the special controller: if necessary, the
machine manufacturer or system integrator can optimize the controller
software for its application or even replace it entirely using proprietary
control algorithms, with which it sets itself apart from the competition.
With TwinCAT 3, users can also elegantly develop these control algorithms and debug them online with Matlab®/Simulink® or C/C++.
EtherCAT architecture makes compact
IPC designs possible
The extraordinary performance of EtherCAT leads not only to simplified
control architectures, but also to simplified hardware structures in the IPC
itself: Fieldbus interfaces – which are still necessary in many plants for
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PC-based control:
Universal high-speed Ethernet

reasons of investment protection and the elegant migration to EtherCAT
or for connectivity to neighboring systems – can be implemented as
EtherCAT terminals and thus connected locally. The number of card slots
on the local PC bus no longer determines the shape and the expandability of the system. IPCs become more compact. Fieldbus cables become
shorter and thus make higher baud rates possible – a further gain in
performance.
However, it is not only applications with closed control loops that benefit
from the combination of a high-performance controller and high-perfor-

Martin Rostan, Head of Technology
Marketing, Beckhoff Automation

mance communication: all applications with event-dependent control
are also accelerated. Very frequently the next work step is dependent on
the occurrence of an event. It continues as soon as the work piece has
arrived, the pneumatic cylinder has reached its target position, the part to
be mounted is actually in the gripper or the desired pressure is available.
To this end, sensors are continuously and cyclically scanned, wherein the
time taken to respond to the occurrence of the event is directly dependent on the scanning frequency and the communication efficiency. With
an ultrafast bus such as EtherCAT, fast I/O modules, TwinCAT and the PC
controller, these small waiting periods are shortened significantly. The
result is a noticeable increase in the efficiency of the plant compared
to conventional control technology. In the case of an assembly plant
with, for example, two such events per second, just converting from “a
PLC with a traditional fieldbus” to “a software PLC with EtherCAT” can
achieve approx. 3 % more throughput.
EtherCAT – fast, flexible, inexpensive
EtherCAT is the fastest fieldbus and is therefore often reduced to “highperformance.” That, however, is putting it too briefly – just as “PC-based”
with TwinCAT means not only ultrafast, but also scalable, flexible,
highly integrated, user-friendly and inexpensive. Many users implement
EtherCAT even though they do not need the performance advantages
at all. What counts for them is the inexpensive costs, the flexible topology without active infrastructure components, the simple configuration,
thanks to automatic address assignment, the excellent diagnostic characteristics with fault location or the global acceptance and large selection
of EtherCAT devices. Or simply the advantage that the EtherCAT master
makes do entirely without auxiliary hardware; the Ethernet interface,
which is present on the PC anyway, is enough. That alone makes EtherCAT
the natural partner of PC-based control technology – and both technologies are indeed “high-performance” in any case.

Distributed clocks: Local absolute system synchronization
for CPU, I/O and drive units

EtherCAT www.beckhoff.com/EtherCAT
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TwinCAT 3: C++ drives automation
With TwinCAT 3, the latest software generation from Beckhoff, PLC programmers can now also use C/C++ for more
convenient programming, in addition to the traditional IEC 61131-3 languages. The application of C++ as SFC in
Beckhoff controllers is not new: Even the DOS-based S2000 PC controller, developed by Beckhoff in 1993, was able
to integrate C as SFC.
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In 1993 Beckhoff introduced the S2000 controller, a Microsoft-DOS-based
control system that was real-time capable through pure software extensions and enabled processing of PLC, Motion and visualization on a single
CPU. However, as a single-task operating system DOS can only start one
program at a time. If another program is to be executed, the one currently
being processed must be terminated first. TSR (Terminate Stay Resident),
which was activated through interrupts, was used to enable background
functions and to retain small auxiliary programs in the memory after the
end of the main program. The S2000 software distinguished between
three task levels: the NC task with the highest priority, followed by the
PLC task and the foreground task and the user interface, which was executed in the remaining available computing time of the PC. A scheduler
was used for switching between the task levels. The S2000 foreground
task consisted of cooperative multitasking, which made user inputs in
parallel to background functions possible, thus removing the single-task
limitation of the DOS operating system. The visual display of the user interface was implemented by textual graphics with 80 x 25 characters and
an ASCII character set. As an example of a background task, C++ could
be used to establish communication with a database in order to obtain
new machine orders or acknowledge completed orders.
Limited hardware resources:
one of the biggest challenges
One of the biggest engineering challenges for C++ developers was a
platform with very limited hardware resources: DOS only provided 640 kB
of RAM, which had to cover the application with Motion, PLC, HMI and its
own C++ code. Auxiliary tools such as QEMM provided moments of bliss,
since the Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager enabled the available
memory to be slightly extended beyond the 640 kB limit. Nevertheless,
it was rarely possible to load the whole application of the newly created
C++ code in the memory for debugging. Finding errors turned into a
kind of sport, so to speak, since only a small number of sub modules
and associated debugging information could run in the limited memory.
Today’s TwinCAT C++ programmers smile about resource and memory
limitations, although many developers of non-Beckhoff embedded solutions are still struggling with this issue on a daily basis. Lack of online
monitoring, diagnostic or debugging options are addressed by outputting
test signals on a serial port: “Welcome to history!”
TwinCAT CE offers fieldbus infrastructure for C++
In Windows CE, Microsoft has developed an operating system which is
compatible to desktop Windows and can be finely scaled in terms of
size and function. Originally planned for use mainly in mobile devices,
Windows CE has been real-time-capable since version 3.0 and is used

increasingly in the industrial environment. Due to the relationship
of Windows CE with the “larger” Windows, it was possible to adapt
“TwinCAT CE” to “TwinCAT XP” with compatible source code. Since
TwinCAT has mapped all real-time functions on Windows CE, TwinCAT
real-time applications such as software PLC and Motion Control can
coexist with real-time applications of a different origin. In addition to
PLC and motion functionality, TwinCAT CE offers the option of running
a deterministic cycle that is synchronized down to the fieldbus from
its own native C code. The TwinCAT system is sufficiently flexible to
enable the physical inputs and outputs of different fieldbus systems to
be mapped to logical I/O tasks initially. The pointers to the logical input
and output process images are available in the C application, as is the
TwinCAT real-time callback. From this deterministic and cyclic callback,
reading of the physical inputs can initially be triggered with a certain
method before the logical outputs are distributed to the physical outputs
after the actual logical calculation.
C programmers value the fact that the TwinCAT CE solution uses an
open automation platform that enables C code development for other
operating systems to continue to run as cyclic logical code with minimum
adaptation: Neither the connections to different fieldbus systems nor
the connectivity with the HMI and ERP worlds have to be implemented
separately, since they are already included in the infrastructure of the
TwinCAT CE system.

TwinCAT 2 CE devices enable processing of deterministic
C code right down to the various fieldbus systems.
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TwinCAT 3 C++: extended automation platform
C++ with TwinCAT 3 offers developers a high-performance, cutting-edge
editor in the form of Microsoft Visual Studio® 2010: Source-Safe or TeamFoundation integration for code backup and versioning is only one of
several advantages offered by the new engineering environment, which
greatly facilitates teamwork. Faster and more effective engineering of
C code sounds like pure marketing speak, but the TwinCAT 3 automation
platform does in fact offer C programmers previously unknown opportunities and freedoms: C code can run cyclically for accessing the physical
I/O level, or it can only provide mathematical functions that are called up
on demand by other C modules or the PLC programmer. Based on multicore CPUs and simple configuration, several instances of the C module
can be easily distributed to different CPU cores. Here too all the basic
functionality is available: If actions are to be started in the C code that
require a longer processing time than the cycle time allows, then these
tasks must be decoupled. Beckhoff makes a “Software Development Kit”
(SDK) available for this in order to start actions from the deterministic
real-time process and to monitor the processing status. The reading and/
or writing of files, the starting of threads, the allocation of memory and
communication with databases takes place via functions from the SDK
and corresponds to the mechanism of using PLC libraries familiar to the
PLC programmer. The C compiler contained in Microsoft Visual Studio®
2010 is used for the generation of C code. After the compilation, the
object code is loaded into the real-time runtime system in the form of
dynamically loadable libraries (DLL). The user is thus able to extend the
TwinCAT system using program modules. Diagnostic options, such as the
monitoring and changing of process variables during a running PLC cycle,
are matters of course for PLC programmers.
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Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT Product
Manager, Beckhoff Automation

A C developer initially sets a break point in order to stop the processing of
code so that the status of the symbols can be modified in watch windows.
Here too, Beckhoff has extended the Visual Studio® options and created
ideal diagnostic options for the use of C/C++ in automation technology:
A custom debug transport channel was created with the aid of the “Custom Debugger Interface.” The online data are subsequently available in a
“TwinCAT watch” window for monitoring and changing, without having
to stop the machine sequence with a break point. This kind of real-time
application diagnostics is available both locally and via the network.
Welcome to the future!
The application of C++ in automation technology is not new. However,
TwinCAT 3 provides a new, high-performance modular concept, which,
in combination with the scalable multi-core CPU options and Beckhoff’s
extended Visual Studio® C++ monitoring, offers much more flexible, fast
engineering: “Welcome to the future!”
www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT3

Under TwinCAT 3, C++ variables
can be monitored with or without
break points.
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Connectivity:
from sensors to the IT cloud
The application of PC-based control technology is an undeniable success story. The benefits of the scalable, extendable PC
platform have been described in many facets, such as high-performance, adaptable CPU cores and numerous PLC, Motion
and Scientific Automation software functionalities. Connectivity is another important aspect of PC Control that has advanced
significantly over the years. This article, therefore, focuses on integration with visualization solutions, master computers,
databases and other third party-applications rather than the real-time capable fieldbus level.

History
In 1993 Beckhoff introduced the S2000 controller, a Microsoft-DOS-based
control system that was real-time capable through pure software extensions. It also enabled the processing of PLC, Motion and visualization on
a single CPU. Even then “external” communication from this system was
possible via TCP: The application of the RK3964 protocol between master
computers and machine controllers was the de-facto standard. Information exchange was also possible via databases or the actual file system:

Information about the machine status and process was exchanged with
the outside world through cyclic testing of changes in the database or
the presence of special files. Before the implementation and coding, the
developers invariably coordinated the configuration of the data structures
to be exchanged (e.g. the allocation list in the data blocks) by phone or fax.
Any modification necessitated retrospective adaptation of the applications.
Even though this kind of effort raises a smile today, at the time the communication options of the S2000 were unsurpassed by other control systems.
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Fig. 1: Two connection categories
are available for cyclic exchange
between two TwinCAT control
PCs: For acyclic communication
ADS can be used as routingcapable protocol. The EtherCAT
Automation Protocol (EAP) offers
significantly higher performance:
Via a publisher/subscriber
mechanism, process data can be
exchanged between EtherCAT
masters in the cyclically ms or
even μs range.

Status
Today’s TwinCAT system offers almost universal connectivity, based
on the ADS (Automation Device Specification) standard defined by
Beckhoff: A message-based, routing-capable transport layer designed
for performance, which is used both vertically (between the Windows
applications and real-time applications in the kernel) and horizontally (in
the network to other applications, such as visualizations). ADS is available
free of charge for Windows environments. Many visualization providers
implement it directly in their systems in the form of drivers. In line with
the openness of ADS, the structure is documented and can also be implemented for other, non-Microsoft operating systems. Many supplementary
products were developed with an ADS framework based on the principle
of a “protocol converter” that is also available to customers: For example,
the TwinCAT FTP Client provides access as a converter via ADS from the
PLC to international FTP commands, enabling FTP file transfer from the
PLC controller.
However, TwinCAT not only utilizes IT-based protocol options such as
FTP, VPN, web pages or sending of e-mails or text messages from the
PLC controller, the general automation protocols such as the good old
3964 or Modbus are also available. Since 1996 OPC DA has become
a globally successful interoperability initiative: The COM/DCOM-based
Microsoft technology has contributed to rapid dissemination of visualization systems.
Beckhoff recognized the technological advantage of the OPC successor,
Unified Architecture (OPC UA), at an early stage and implemented the
TCP/HTTP-based standard right down into the smallest Embedded Controllers. This standard, which adheres to all international safety aspects,
enables direct connection from small CX80xx Embedded Controllers

beyond the HMI into the MES/ERP layer and directly into the SAP system.
For many areas such as Building Automation, wind energy and others,
industry-specific protocols were developed over the years with the aim of
rapidly establishing Beckhoff components in these markets.
Two connection categories are available for cyclic exchange between
two TwinCAT control PCs (Fig. 1): For acyclic communication, ADS can be
used as a routing-capable protocol. Data are sent via the regular network
stack of the operating system and are subject to the rules of the general
network load. As a result, a connection can exchange data in the low
millisecond (ms) range. The EtherCAT Automation Protocol (EAP) offers
significantly higher performance: Via a publisher/subscriber mechanism
process data can be exchanged cyclically between EtherCAT masters in
the ms or even microsecond (μs) range.
Future
Predictions for future connectivity options aren’t just vague crystal ball
gazing: Developments, committee work and cooperation between associations take place as we speak, but it will take a couple of years before
they become visible for companies and therefore the general public as
products in the market:
The EtherCAT Automation Protocol (EAP) will not only be used for faster,
horizontal exchange between EtherCAT masters, but also by visualization
applications that specialize on high data volume, e.g. in measurement
technology. EtherCAT thus grows from a pure “device protocol,” as a realtime fieldbus at the lowest level, into an “automation protocol” (EAP)
for machine networking, including the HMI. As the higher-level transport
layer, OPC UA could ideally make the EAP information model available
for configuration, but also for data transfer right into the MES/ERP layer.
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On the other hand, OPC UA will also penetrate from the current scenario in the future (which is “from the controller up into the Enterprise
ERP layer”), down into the field level: The focus is not on the real-time
capable, deterministic fieldbus. There are numerous field devices that
simply have to be “fast” and accessible for process data or for configuration via UA authentication and encryption via TCP. Different suppliers
like Siemens and Endress + Hausser have publicly announced UA down
to the field level.
In addition to the already existing, interoperable access to controllers,
collaboration between PLCopen and the OPC Foundation will result
in standardized PLC function blocks for UA communication from the
IEC 61131-3 controller. For Beckhoff this is already part of the UA product
today. A new MES Connectivity PLCopen working group will define a
standard access from MES systems to PLC control level in collaboration
with the OPC Foundation and other committees and associations working on MES.
The Beckhoff ADS components now not only support x64 operating
system platforms and multi-core CPUs, but enable convenient integration to suit all IT trends: Small embedded TwinCAT control systems with
limited local memory can store measured data logged via an ADS data
link directly in the “Microsoft Azure Cloud” or solutions of other Cloud

Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT Product
Manager, Beckhoff Automation

providers. These data are then available worldwide for further analysis
by other applications. Further industry-specific protocols will be implemented in order to introduce the successful solutions from the Beckhoff
automation kit in new markets.
Connectivity remains exciting! With its scalable, PC-based control philosophy and the internal ADS architecture, Beckhoff has an ideal platform
for the future.
www.beckhoff.com/TC-ADS
www.beckhoff.com/TC-OPC

Fig. 2: EtherCAT thus grows into an
“automation protocol” (EAP) for the
machine networking level. OPC UA
will also penetrate down into the
field level. With ADS the Beckhoff
IPC platform provides a scalable
connectivity solution “from sensor
into the IT cloud.”
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Scientific Automation integrates high-tech
special functions into automation
Based on powerful Beckhoff Industrial PCs, the high-speed EtherCAT fieldbus, fast I/O terminals and TwinCAT
software, special functions such as high-precision measurement technology, Condition Monitoring and kinematic
transformations of robots can be integrated into the PC platform. Beckhoff calls this extension of standard control technology “Scientific Automation” and offers a full solution for it. The range of hardware and software
modules is constantly being extended and orientates itself to market needs, explain Michael Jost, Product Manager for EtherCAT and I/O systems, and Dr. Josef Papenfort, Product Manager for TwinCAT, in an interview with
the PC Control editorial team.
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PC Control: With PC-based control, EtherCAT, XFC technology
(eXtreme Fast Control) and the TwinCAT software system,
Beckhoff has created the important conditions required to achieve
Scientific Automation. In which applications is Scientific Automation used?
Michael Jost: The modules from the Scientific Automation solution have
established themselves in different industries and in the most diverse applications. You could say that Scientific Automation has “gathered speed”
in many areas and has already reached applications, including test bench
technology, for example. The primary advantage of our technology is that
existing control technology is simply extended with additional software
modules or new I/O terminals. With our current offering of measuring
terminals, high-end measurement technology functions can already be
implemented today with standard EtherCAT Terminals. Frequently requested applications include tasks in the field of Condition Monitoring,
such as balancing, and in weighing applications. In addition, independent
measuring systems for the monitoring of product quality can frequently
be eliminated because the necessary precise monitoring of pressure,
temperature, weight, etc. can also be integrated into the control system.
PC Control: Does that also apply to the software aspects?
Josef Papenfort: The software range is involved to the same degree. The
areas of application are broadly diversified, from Condition Monitoring
to the integration of robotics on the central PC. The general philosophy
of Beckhoff is to implement as much as possible in software. To this end,
the I/O modules are usually implemented as simply as possible and supply
the raw data for the PC controller. The raw data can now be analyzed in
the software. The PC is ideally suited to this. The high performance, due
among other things to the constantly available floating point unit, allows
even the most complicated algorithms to be calculated in real-time.
PC Control: Are the Scientific Automation applications mentioned
selective tasks or is a broadly-based trend recognizable?
Josef Papenfort: A broad trend is by all means observable, and we are
continually expanding our range of products in accordance with the
needs and wishes of our customers. In addition to the standard software
blocks, we focus on specific tasks in the development of applications for
Scientific Automation. That is also the case in the field of robotics, a very
current area of development where we concentrate on various tasks with
regard to the kinematics.

With Scientific Automation, Beckhoff has also
extended the application range of classic control
technology to include robotics.

PC Control: Beckhoff offers numerous software libraries for
TwinCAT. Which libraries are specifically aimed at Scientific
Automation?
Josef Papenfort: Our TwinCAT software has a modular structure and can
be assembled or extended in accordance with a “construction kit” principle. It is supplemented with a set of libraries and so-called supplements.
Let’s take the control technology supplement, for example. With the
TwinCAT Controller Toolbox, the most complicated controller structures
can be simply assembled and executed in the shortest cycle times. The
Kinematic Transformation library permits the control and regulation of
robots with different kinematics. Simple configuration and programming
in TwinCAT are further advantages here. The most important aid with all
Scientific Automation applications is the TwinCAT Scope 2 solution. It
enables the recording and display of different signals even at sampling
rates in the 100 KHz range. We have developed a software library for
Condition Monitoring which is used in various applications, for example
for drilling machines and balancing. We presented such an application for
balancing at Hannover Messe 2011, which met with great interest among
the trade show visitors.
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Michael Jost: “With our EtherCAT Terminals we can acquire raw
sensor data with high precision at up to 100,000 samples/s (analog)
or 1,000,000 samples/s (digital) via distributed clocks. The data is
evaluated on the central PC.”

High-end measurement technology
PC Control: In the range of I/O terminals there is already appropriate measuring hardware for several physical variables. Which
physical variables are still not covered or what do the customers
need?
Michael Jost: Our I/O systems with IP 20 and IP 67 protection cover
almost all standard signals. In the field of standard measurement technology we offer I/O function blocks for the measurement of current, voltage,
temperature, frequency, position or pressure. We understand Scientific
Automation more as high-end measurement technology with terminals
for high-speed or high-precision measurements as well as energy or mains
monitoring. In addition, the complete range of XFC terminals enables us
to record raw sensor data with high precision at up to 100,000 samples/s (analog) or 1,000,000 samples/s (digital) via distributed clocks,
for example using the oversampling method. There have been numerous
inquiries for new developments, for example, for special sensor interfaces
for the measurement of pH values. In the field of test bench technology in
particular there are requirements aimed at implementing the entire test
bench as far as possible with a single system. Reasons frequently given
for the employment of the Beckhoff system are, on the one hand, the
scalability of the hardware (12-, 16- and 24-bit analog modules) and, on
the other, the openness of the hardware and software interfaces.

High-precision temperature measurement and
signal detection in Miele quality assurance

Michael Jost, EtherCAT and I/O systems
Product Manager, Beckhoff Automation

PC Control: The EtherCAT Terminal system has been supplemented
in recent years with numerous terminals in the “high-precision
measurement technology” category. How does Beckhoff define
the term “high-precision?”
Michael Jost: As an example, one can describe the EL3602 ±10 V
analog input terminal with an accuracy of 0.01 % as highly precise in
comparison with standard terminals with a measuring error of 0.3 %.
Where thermocouples are concerned, we compared the precision and
examined the usual measuring error accuracy for this. The result was
that we are already very good with our standard terminals compared to
other automation suppliers. In high-precision temperature measurement
technology we are even better by orders of magnitude and can compare
ourselves with leading suppliers from the field of measurement technology. With the recently introduced EL3314-0010 thermocouple terminal in
particular, we are approaching the limits of the accuracy attainable with
this sensor technology. For certain customers from the semiconductor and
solar industry, the accuracy of temperature measurement and control is
a decisive criterion for process control. The temperature has a direct influence on the product quality. The PT100 temperature measuring terminal
has been in our portfolio for some time. The high-precision variant, the
EL3201-0020, with a calibration certificate and a measuring error of
< 0.1 °C, is used in industrial applications as well as in research.
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PC Control: High-precision I/O terminals are also available for resistance measurement and for the evaluation of resistor bridges.
Where are the areas of application here?
Michael Jost: The EL3692 EtherCAT Terminal was developed for the
high-precision measurement of resistances in both the mΩ and MΩ
ranges. It has different measuring ranges and thus makes a wide application area possible. Its classic area of application is the test bench; for example, one of our customers uses this terminal to measure seat heaters
in the production process. These heaters must have a certain, specified
resistance value. Other areas of application are, for example, the measurement of defined contact resistances at terminal points, plugs and
wiring harnesses. In other development areas, in particular in weighing
technology, Beckhoff offers in the EL3356-0010 EtherCAT Terminal. This
terminal provides a resolution of 24 bits and a fast conversion time of
100 μs, offering many application possibilities on the basis of numerous
customer inquiries. One example is the dynamic measurement of torque.
The advantage for our customers is that they have integrated weighing
equipment in their machine and don’t need additional hardware and
software from other vendors.

High-precision temperature measurement in the EtherCAT terminal system: Due to
the high basic accuracy the measuring error is reduced to ±0.1 K of the temperature

PC Control: The standard Bus Terminals already have a resolution
of 16 bits. The high-end measuring terminals are offered with
24 bits. What are the advantages for the user here?
Michael Jost: The high signal resolution is demanded by some users
who are acquainted with metrological systems. In relation to the absolute
accuracy, the high resolution does not always appear to be necessary.
In many applications, however, it is not the absolute accuracy that is
decisive, but rather the relative accuracy; in other words: how good is
the possibility to make comparative measurements? The high resolution
helps in determining the reproducibility of controllers, in particular if a
calibration of the entire measurement chain is additionally carried out,
because even slight deviations can be detected.
PC Control: The mains monitoring terminal was presented as a
new item at Hannover Messe 2011. What are the highlights of
this new development?
Michael Jost: The development of the mains monitoring terminal is a further stage in the extension of our power measuring terminal technology.
The idea is to acquire the complete raw data, as far as possible, independently of the PLC cycle. The evaluation then takes place in the software
running on the high-performance PC controller. This task can only be
solved with the principle of oversampling, which is an integral component
of EtherCAT. With the EL3773 EtherCAT Terminal the raw data for voltage
and current are sampled synchronously at high speed. The distributed
clock function of EtherCAT is used for this. The further analysis steps
then take place entirely in software on the PC. One application is the
synchronization to the grid of a generator in a hydroelectric power plant.

measuring range. The factory calibration is recorded in an individual certificate.

Condition Monitoring
PC Control: A TwinCAT library exists for Condition Monitoring.
What functionalities does it offer?
Josef Papenfort: The TwinCAT Condition Monitoring library is a software
library that receives raw values, for example, from the EL3632 EtherCAT
Terminal. The EL3632 is a special terminal for the connection of vibration
sensors. The sensors are connected directly to the vibration measuring
terminal with no electrical converters in between. This results in significant cost reductions. EtherCAT is required in order to transport the
data into the PC. The TwinCAT Condition Monitoring library is required
for the evaluation of the data on the PC. Apart from the classic filtering algorithms such as the Fourier transformation, there is a series of
function blocks that perform statistical calculations. Pattern recognition
algorithms must filter the relevant information from a large number of
data. In principle our CMS solution is independent of the sensor. The main
fields of application of this software library are mechanical engineering
and wind turbines. PC-based automation from Beckhoff offers the great
advantage that the data of all acquired signals are available on the PC.
As a result, it is possible to link the data from different signals with one
another, i.e. a temperature signal can be combined, for example, with a
vibration signal and the loading state of a machine and a corresponding
evaluation can be carried out.
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TwinCAT Scope 2
PC Control: TwinCAT Scope 2 is a popular and important tool for
numerous users. How important is it for Scientific Automation?
Josef Papenfort: TwinCAT Scope 2 is a central tool in Scientific Automation. It consists of two functional units, namely the viewer for displaying the data and the server, which in principle collects the data.
Naturally, that can take place on the same PC, but it can also run distributed in the network. The collected data are all provided with highly
precise time stamps. The recording of oversampling terminals is also
supported accordingly. By activating triggers, the storage of certain important data can be initiated at certain points in time. The openness of
the Scope 2 is also reflected by the extensive export interfaces. This way,
the data can also be stored, for example, in the CSV format, in order to
view it in Excel.
PC Control: If the measuring technology requires a test arrangement with Hardware-in-the-Loop, a calibration of the sensor connection may be necessary. Can TwinCAT Scope 2 be used for this?
Michael Jost: Recalibration is not necessary with standard signals, but it
is by all means of some importance in some temperature measuring circuits. As a matter of principle, our measuring terminals offer the customer
the option to carry out a so-called customer calibration. Our customers
use this function too, both with standard signals, such as ±10 V or 4 to
20 mA, and with the high-precision temperature measuring terminals. In
this way, they can match their total measuring circuits and also achieve

Multi-core CPUs – the basis for
Scientific Automation
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the necessary accuracy. The subject of calibration is becoming increasingly important for some customers. We already offer terminals which
we supply with an additional calibration certificate. This certifies that the
individual terminal has the appropriate accuracy. Of course, this calibration procedure is repeated if the customer so wishes. However, the entire
measuring circuit is more frequently calibrated together with the sensor.
We can imagine a goal for the weighing technology similar to that of the
temperature measuring technology.

Robotics
PC Control: A further field of application for Scientific Automation
is robotics. What advantages arise as a result of the integration of
kinematic transformations on the central IPC?
Josef Papenfort: The kinematic transformation – or, to put it another
way, the control and regulation of robots in software on the same CPU
as the “normal” controller runs on – demonstrates the enormous advantages of the Scientific Automation approach for users. On the one hand,
the user saves money, since the robot controller no longer has to run on
dedicated hardware. Much more is saved in the engineering, however.
The robot programmer no longer has to program in the robot language of
the robot; instead the PLC programmer takes care of that in the familiar
PLC programming languages. In addition, the performance of plants with
an integrated robot improves. If the motion controller for a conveyor is
processed on the same PC with the same clock speed as the robot, which
must synchronize itself to the conveyor, then the delays are reduced to
almost zero. TwinCAT Kinematics currently integrates 2-D parallel kinematics, 3-D delta, shear kinematics, SCARA, Cartesian portals, crane and
roller kinematics. At present, we are working on the development of the
kinematic transformation of six-axis jointed arms or articulated robots.
The strategic goal is to control and regulate any articulated robot and to
connect this solution module with the standard automation. Our users
buy robots from the market and it is our goal to integrate these robot
applications in a complete automation solution.
PC Control: One function that is necessary in many robot applications concerns the inclusion of the industrial image processing,
for example to enable tracking. Will this be achievable with
TwinCAT?
Josef Papenfort: Industrial image processing systems are also already
frequently combined with TwinCAT on a PC. That is one of the advantages of an open PC-based control technology. Our customers use these
systems for recognition of the positions of parts on a moving conveyor,
for example. Another application is the quality checking of products in
automatic manufacturing processes. Beckhoff’s own solution is on the
roadmap and will be presented shortly. Image processing is an important
component of Scientific Automation.
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Dr. Josef Papenfort: “On the basis of Scientific Automation we
are able to implement the complete control and regulation of
a robot with an Industrial PC or to integrate them into an automation solution and to execute them together in real-time.”

Dr. Josef Papenfort, TwinCAT Product
Manager, Beckhoff Automation

PC Control: How important is simulation for automation?
Josef Papenfort: The integration of Matlab®/Simulink® in TwinCAT 3
gives rise to various fields of application, for example in wind energy, in
classic mechanical engineering or in plant and process technology. The
Matlab®/Simulink® simulation enables the development and optimization
of controllers. These controllers are designed for the specific application
and optimized, and are then usable at the push of a button, for example,
in the PLC. That is one of the possible applications. A further application
case is the simulation of a machine or a plant before the installation at
the end customer. This way, critical states can be tested before commissioning. The simulation can encompass kinematic and dynamic processes.
For example: does a drive manage to reach the intended speed within
a certain timeframe? Another simulation concerns the controlling of
emergency situations: how does the machine react when an emergency
stop button is pressed? How does it come to a stop and is it restarted?

Outlook
PC Control: The basis for Scientific Automation is the constant
increase in processor performance. One of the important features
of TwinCAT 3 is its active support for multi-core CPUs. What does
that mean for the user?

Josef Papenfort: The multi-core technology brings a further boost in
performance for PC-based control. Numerous applications require a
high degree of computing power. Whereas 10 to 20 axes still moved a
machine 15 years ago, the ever increasing degree of automation means
that today you can easily find 50 to 100 axes on the same machine. Many
mechanical couplings and cam plates are now being replaced by electronic couplings and cam discs. The same applies to controllers. Whereas
many dedicated compact controllers were still in use 15 years ago, that is
now implemented in software on the central controller today. Of course,
Scientific Automation will also contribute to the utilization of the available resources in the future. New processors will have more and more
cores and will naturally also be used in the industrial environment. New
processor generations will be equipped with 16 or perhaps even 50 cores
in the next few years. In order to utilize these, TwinCAT 3 offers the option
to distribute functions to the different cores. And the short-term objective,
i.e. that of implementing image processing systems in software on the PC,
could then be distributed to a number of cores, while the remaining cores
execute the PLC or Motion tasks as well as the measuring technology.
PC Control: The Scientific Automation solution is continuously
being extended. What is currently on the software and hardware
roadmap?
Michael Jost: Naturally I cannot divulge specific future development
projects here. In principle we can still do a great deal with the signal variety in terms of measurement, because EtherCAT offers the corresponding
possibilities for that. There will be further activities with regard to the
signal qualities and new types of signals. Furthermore, we consider that
there is still development potential in the areas of speed and resolution.
Josef Papenfort: The release of TwinCAT 3 at SPS/IPC/DRIVES fair in
November 2011 is on the software roadmap. In addition to IEC 61131
programming with the object-oriented extensions, C++ support and Matlab®/Simulink® will also be integrated. In TwinCAT 3 we offer a system
that is fully integrated into Visual Studio® on the engineering side. Visual
Studio®’s plug-in technology is used, and in the future it will offer the
option to integrate even more engineering components into the existing
environment in a simple manner. We also expect that many modules will
be created in the future that will be executed in the TwinCAT 3 runtime.
www.beckhoff.com/scientific-automation
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TwinCAT 3 Safety –
eXtended Automation Engineering and run-time
TwinCAT 3 Safety offers the user additional functionality for creating and managing safety-relevant applications. Along with its high flexibility and improved portability, the software tool provides improved
user-friendliness.

The new safety-relevant graphical editor integrated in TwinCAT 3
can be used to program the familiar KL6904 and EL6900 safety
logic terminals. Furthermore, the new TwinCAT Safety PLC, an
integrated safety solution based on IPC technology, is also available as a target system. As a result, components that were previously purely functional can now also be used to realize safetyrelevant applications. The desired logic can be programmed using

a function block diagram in a powerful graphical environment
which can be organized into networks to provide a better overview. The user is able to freely arrange and connect function
blocks. Thanks to the virtually unlimited zoom range, the editor is
able to handle even large projects comfortably. A compact overview of the project allows quick and easy navigation between
different areas of the application (see fig. 1).

25
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Increased flexibility
Initially, the user is able to program the safety logic independently from the hardware used. This is achieved by using socalled alias devices, which exist for the target system and all
input and output devices. Using the alias devices, all safetyrelevant configurations can be set in advance (see fig. 2).
When the user is ready to transfer the project to the target
hardware, the alias devices are mapped to the actual physical devices.
In addition to the familiar function blocks for the KL6904 and
EL6900 safety logic terminals, additional pre-certified libraries are provided for the TwinCAT Safety PLC. Furthermore, the
user is even able to implement custom function blocks. These
can be created by combining existing function blocks or by
realizing new functionalities in Safety C. Safety C is a nearly
unrestricted derivative of standard C and is only available in
Expert Mode. The user-defined function blocks are stored in
TwinCAT 3 libraries accessible from all projects. Well-known
control structures, such as IF-THEN-ELSE, SWITCH CASE and
all data types in C, can now be used for safety applications,
making a flexible application structure possible.
An important feature when implementing safety-relevant
applications in TwinCAT 3 is the new, extended user administration. In the so-called Basic Mode, the user can create
an application entirely from pre-specified – and thus certified – function blocks. These also include function blocks
that the user has created based on pre-certified function
blocks. In Expert Mode, it is also possible to create function blocks in Safety C and thus creating custom libraries.

Fig. 1: View of the graphical editor in TwinCAT 3. The smaller overview of the project allows
quick navigation between different areas of the application.

Fig. 2: Configuring the target system

Fig. 3: TwinSAFE – the scalable
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Martin Früchtl, TwinSAFE Product
Management, Beckhoff Automation

Fig. 4: The automatically generated documentation
contains all of the project’s relevant data in detail.

entire project in offline mode, so the logic can be tested prior to
being downloaded to the controller. This can also be performed
independently of the hardware used. These features help to
significantly reduce the time needed for on-site commissioning.
The safety-relevant editor is equipped with an automatic verification mechanism which automatically detects data corruption.
Therefore, manual verification of the application becomes unnecessary – the verification mechanism automatically checks
whether the saved project corresponds to the one in the editor.
This makes engineering simpler, faster and safer.
Fig. 5: The TwinSAFE Calculator integrated in TwinCAT 3 allows the user to calculate
the performance level in order to optimally adapt a plant to its safety requirements.

Before downloading the project to the safety controller, the editor checks whether the programmed logic consists exclusively of
pre-certified function blocks or whether the renewed certification is necessary.
Programming in Visual Studio®
In addition to the simplified implementation of applications, the
project’s debugging and test phase is also fully supported. The
online values for the variables and states of the function blocks
are displayed directly in the graphical environment, enabling
fast and simple debugging. Furthermore, TwinCAT 3 Safety includes an engineering environment that is able to simulate the

Automatically generated project documentation
Automatically generated documentation provides a detailed
view of all relevant project data (see fig. 4). Starting with the
illustration of the hardware terminals and their safety-relevant
settings (FSoE address, wiring of the terminals, etc.), the documentation contains an exact listing of the function blocks used
and their interconnections. The documentation contains all data
necessary to facilitate the wiring of the plant, fault finding and
maintenance. The digital version of the documentation allows
the user to comfortably navigate through the document, so that
connections and interconnections can be simply followed.
Finally, TwinCAT 3 Safety also focuses on providing advanced
support for plant planning and commissioning in the field. The
TwinSAFE Calculator is integrated in TwinCAT 3 for planning
safety applications (see fig. 5). It allows the user to calculate the
performance level in accordance with EN ISO 13 849-1, in order
to optimally adapt a plant to its safety requirements.
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Realizing Safety Applications with the Industrial PC
An increasing number of modern automation systems are using high-performance Industrial PCs to execute control tasks. Until
now, their performance capabilities could not be used for the execution of safety functions. The IPC’s complexity prevented safety
proofs in accordance to the internationally accepted safety standards if conventional control solutions were simply transferred to
the IPC. By using mathematical codes, it is now possible to execute safety functions with the IPC according to SIL 3.

Enormous skepticism surrounded the introduction of the first PCbased control systems in the late 1980s. This was understandable
as every user had negative experiences with regular office PCs, and
did not want to introduce their (un-)reliability to manufacturing
operations. Although the IPCs already exhibited a high standard of
quality even at that time and have since become better and more
powerful, a trace of this skepticism can still be felt today. Therefore,
it may still astonish certain users that IPCs can now be used in safety
applications.

Why IPC-based safety?
The use of IPCs for safety functions is mainly based on the high
quality of modern IPCs and the firmware tailored to them. The successful development of fail-safe I/O terminals and the high standard
of fail-safe communication, such as Safety over EtherCAT, contribute
to their successful usage.
But how should calculations on a PC-based control system with
provable safety be made? The tasks of fail-safe automation systems
are to detect errors with proven high probability and to deploy a
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safe reaction via peripheral devices. In most cases, redundant hardware and software channels are used to detect errors. Results are regarded as correct and further used only if the channels supply consistent
data.
Moreover, in order to comply with international safety standards, it
must be proven that there is no single error that affects several channels in the same way, so that a comparison is successful and the error
cannot be detected that way (so-called common cause). It is precisely
this characteristic that must be validated very critically when using different cores of multi-core processors, since many resources are shared
by some or even all of the cores. It is much more efficient to use mathematical methods that also support the use of multi-core processors in
which the distribution of the sub-tasks to the individual cores and the
type of usage of common resources are not safety features that need
to be verified.
The combination of several software channels with different coding,
which is easily possible on an IPC, increases the quality of the error
detection and thereby considerably lowers the residual error probability
(see fig. 1). Although the size of the necessary memory multiplies (longer
data types, larger number of operations per channel, redundant channels)
and the processing time potentially increases due to the fact that the
software channels are actually processed successively – these potential
disadvantages are insignificant if high-performance IPCs are used.
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Basic principle of the fail-safe Industrial PC
In addition to redundancy – multiple executions of identical or similar
tasks – data redundancy plays an increasingly larger role. This kind of
redundancy can also be considered as mathematical coding: Transformed
data are generated from the original data in a new, much larger range
of values by means of coding rules. If data assumes values that are
inconsistent with the coding rules, even if they lie within the correct
range of values, they do not belong to the code. The data are therefore
invalid and can only be a result of errors in the storage or processing of
the data.
The arithmetic codes used here are based on prime numbers and were
first described in detail in [1]. In the publication, the original data are
multiplied by a prime number in an upstream unit, e.g. in special safe
sensors, and a specific offset is added. If no multiple of this prime number
remains after subtracting the offset, an error is detected. Hence, [1] even
describes a single-channel solution (single-channel hardware and singlechannel software).
The value of a coded variable xc can thus be represented as a product of
the original value xf and a prime number A (see [1, 5]):

xc = A · xf
Then, a variable-specific offset Bx can be added to the coded value, so that

xc = A · xf + Bx
applies. Bx is also called the static signature. Now, there are no longer
only multiples of the prime number A located in the memory; the value
Bx , depending on the memory location, must be subtracted before a
multiple of A results.
An additional offset Dt containing the respective processor cycle, called
the dynamic signature, completes the coding:
xc = A · xf + Bx + Dt .
With the help of the dynamic signature, the incorrect use of outdated
values is now detectable. The error detection is explained below using an
addition as an example.
In addition to the coded variable xc , the variable yc , with

yc = A · yf + By + Dt
is used. The result zc of the coded addition follows the corresponding
composition

Fig. 1: Architecture of the fail-safe IPC

zc = A · zf + Bz + Dt .
The coded addition must be executed as follows:
zc = xc + yc + (Bz – Bx – By) – Dt .
The value (Bz – Bx – By) is a constant that contains information about
the variables involved and the kind of operation. For example, if the offsets Bx , By and Bz are specified as 1093, 5012, and 8913 respectively,
then 2808 is to be found at the appropriate place in the coded program.
The dynamic signature must be subtracted here since each coded variable xc and yc contains exactly one Dt and the correct coded sum zc also
contains exactly one Dt .
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A simple, single-channel check of correctness for zc tests only the validity
of the value:

(zc – Bz – Dt) mod A == 0?
Falsifications of the values xc and yc , the reading of incorrect memory
locations, the use of outdated values and errors of the arithmetic unit
can thereby be detected. The probability that an error is not detected
(i.e. the residual error probability) is calculated by 1/A (see e.g. [3]).
The distance between all valid values is A. All values lying in between are
identified as being erroneous (see fig. 2). A must therefore be selected
as large as possible.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Frank Schiller,
Scientific Project Manager of Safety
and Security, Beckhoff Automation

In addition, the virtually simultaneous execution of safety-relevant and
non-safety-relevant control programs on one IPC is possible, so that its
available performance can be optimally utilized.
Conclusion
The present capability of Industrial PCs permits the efficient use of arithmetic codes to execute safety-relevant control programs. The necessary
increased memory and the large number of extensive coded operations
do not present a problem for a modern IPC. The quality of Industrial PCs
is of such a high level that continuous operation is ensured and the detection of an error does not continuously initiate the transition to the safe
state (usually a non-productive state).
In the solution presented in this article, extended coding is used in order
to obtain a high level of error detection in the data processing unit of an
Industrial PC. The certifiability of the approach according to IEC 61508
has been confirmed in a report by TÜV SÜD. The necessary safe coupling
to the process peripherals is enabled via Safety over EtherCAT.
Fig. 2: Range of values of coded variables

A substantial improvement of the detection of errors can be achieved by
checking with the help of coded data from various software channels [4].
For example, in the case of two coded channels the check is:

A2 · (zc1 – Bz1 – Dt1) == A1 · (zc2 – Bz2 – Dt2)?
The residual error probability reduces considerably if several channels
are employed.
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PC-based control from Beckhoff is in use
worldwide in almost every industry
“New Automation Technology” from Beckhoff represents universal and industry-independent control and
automation solutions that are successfully used worldwide in the most diverse applications, ranging from
CNC-controlled machine tools and wind turbines to intelligent building control.
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5 Megawatt offshore plant for operations at sea

for the print shop of the “Neue Zürcher

ization of production processes

www.multibrid.com

Zeitung” www.ferag.com

www.lsgskychefs.com

51 worldwide
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t

Robotics, German Aerospace Center | Germany |

i

Tunnel construction, Accionia | Spain |

t

Metal forming/sheet metal working, Haeusler |

“Rollin’ Justin” robot for complex two-handed

Modern tunnel boring machine for the

Switzerland | Plate bending machine for manu-

manipulations www.dlr.de

construction of a railway tunnel

facturing longitudinally welded large pipes

www.acciona.es

www.haeusler.com

52 worldwide

t

Plant engineering, AquaDom & SEA LIFE |

i

Building Automation, Dolder Grand Hotel |
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i

Space ﬂight, GTD | Spain | Control and monitoring

Germany | The AquaDom presents an

Switzerland | Luxury class building auto-

system for the launching pad of the Soyuz booster rocket

impressive underwater world.

mation www.thedoldergrand.com

at the European spaceport in Kourou www.gtd.es

www.visitsealife.com

u

Shipbuilding, Royal Huisman | The Netherlands |
Sailing yacht “Twizzle” with state-of-the-art control
and network technology www.royalhuisman.com

53 worldwide
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Stage and show technology, TTS Theatertechnische Systeme |
Germany | Renovation of the complete stage and building
technology in the Schauspielhaus Nürnberg www.ttssyke.de

o

Medical engineering, Otto Bock

i

Packaging machines, KOCH Pac-Systeme |

HealthCare GmbH | Germany |

Germany | High-end solution for blister packs

Testing machine for prosthetic feet

www.koch-pac-systeme.com

www.ottobock.com

© by Otto Bock

i
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i

Window production machines, BJM | Germany |

i

Stage and show technology, Spidercam | Austria |

Fully automatic proﬁle machining system for plastic

SpiderCam enables three-dimensional camera move-

and aluminum windows www.bjm-gmbh.com

ments in free space. www.spidercam.tv

Building automation, Microsoft Cologne | Germany |

u

Woodworking machines, Nobilia |

Building automation connected with state-of-the-art

Germany | Production line for kitchen

IT and media technology www.microsoft.com

furniture www.nobilia.com

55 worldwide
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i

Plastics machines, Husky Injection

t

Automotive industry, BMW | Germany |

i

Robotics, ARM Automation | USA | High-performance

Molding Systems | Canada | Production

Mounting the sealing rubber for the elec-

E.A.R.L. bowling robot for the perfect simulation of

of plastics using the injection molding

trical sliding & lifting roof of the 5 series

the movement sequence during bowling

procedure www.husky.com

www.bmw.com

www.armautomation.com
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Intel – exciting processor trends for IT and industrial automation

The future belongs to intelligent
and connected devices
In the future, the Internet will interconnect a large number of intelligent devices in your house, office, car and in your pocket.
Intel offers the technologies for a uniform “personal computing experience” across all of these platforms. This revolves around
energy-efficient performance, security and Internet access.
The computer has now become an indispensable part of our lives and the trend continues towards so-called “Pervasive Computing.” This concerns the all-encompassing
networking of everyday professional and private life via the Internet using “intelligent
devices.” These terminal devices are not just servers, PCs, notebooks, tablets or smartphones. The Internet interconnects objects of all kinds: cars, digital signs that adapt
their contents by remote control, smart TV devices, domotics systems for the intelligent
management of energy in the home and much more.
The way in which we use all of these devices has changed and continues to change:
today, people want to contact their friends, get information and be entertained with
familiar applications – seamlessly and across different device platforms. In doing so
they will reach for the device that best serves each respective purpose. Intel’s vision
is that of a uniform, cross-platform and seamless “personal computing” experience
across all devices connected with the Internet. Intel technology is to form the heart
of this solution.
Intel is therefore changing from a manufacturer of chips for PCs to a supplier of complete hardware and software platforms, including services. In doing so, Intel is placing

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: Beckhoff has
been using Intel CPUs for over 25 years
in its own products. In order to successfully use PC technology specifically
in the automation industry, it is necessary to have profound knowledge of
processor and PC electronics in general
as well as the ability to manufacture
motherboards with their own form
factors at any time. For this reason
Beckhoff develops and manufactures
the motherboards itself and adapts the
BIOS to requirements. Companies such
as Intel and Microsoft represent important and reliable technology partners
for Beckhoff.
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the emphasis on energy-efficient performance and security as well as Internet capability for a large range of device categories. Here, Intel is transferring the advantages of
Moore’s Law and its leading transistor technology for higher performance and more
energy-efficient processors to other computing segments.

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: Both “Tick”
and “Tock” are useful steps for the
automation industry; on the one hand
the power dissipation of the processors
is reduced, and on the other each
new processor architecture increases
the performance capability and
typically also the processing speed
of control and regulating algorithms.
Industrial PCs can thus be given
smaller dimensions and save space in
control cabinets. In the future,
the processors from the Sandy Bridge/
Ivy Bridge series will also be used in
Beckhoff industrial products.

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: The graphics integrated in Intel® processors are
sufficient for the majority of applications in the field of industrial control,
even up to three-dimensional moving
graphics with hardware acceleration.
Typically, the employment of dedicated
graphic hardware does not make sense
here for cost reasons. In addition, CPU
manufacturers such as Intel and AMD
are continuing the rapid development
of their integrated graphic units thanks
to the increasingly demanding “multimedia Internet devices,” so that the
graphic unit also offers increasing competition to the main CPU as a general
“number cruncher.”

Energy efficiency and Moore’s Law
Microprocessors are becoming ever faster and smaller; they use energy efficiently and
integrate an ever increasing number of functions on one chip. The rapidity with which
semiconductor technology has developed is shown by the number of the transistors, the
core element of microprocessors. The 2,300 transistors of Intel’s first microprocessor, the
4004 in 1971, has in the meantime become 1.17 billion transistors in the Intel®-Core™i7-Extreme processor. A nanometer (nm) is a billionth of a meter – that is equivalent
to a width of approx. three neighboring atoms in a piece of metal. Compare this to a
human hair which is about 90,000 nm thick.
Intel is obeying Moore’s Law, postulated as far back as 1965 by the joint founder of
Intel, Gordon Moore. This rule has remained valid to the present day and is one of
the most important guiding principles of the IT industry. Moore’s Law states that the
transistor density (the number of transistors per unit area) on a microchip doubles
about every 24 months. The doubling of the usable surface area and the miniaturization of the circuit structures leads to new functions, higher computing performance
and smaller production costs per chip, because smaller transistors are less expensive
to manufacture, switch faster, require a lower supply voltage, generate less heat and
have a lower power consumption.
Intel has dedicated itself to continual innovation in order to obey Moore’s Law. The socalled Tick-Tock model for processor design stands for this. It is based on the annual alternation of structural miniaturization in the manufacturing of the chips (Tick) and new
processor architecture (Tock). 2010 was a Tock year, i.e. a new processor architecture
was presented in the second generation of the Intel® Core™ processors (code name
Sandy Bridge), which will be manufactured until the end of 2011 using the tried-andtested 32 nm process. The shrink in the manufacturing to 22 nm will then follow at the
end of 2011 (Tick; code name Ivy Bridge), and in 2012 there will be a new processor
architecture once again (Tock; code name Haswell).
Trend: processor with integrated graphics
Intel shows where the journey is going in the future with its current processors (Sandy
Bridge): namely toward processors that integrate an ever increasing number of functions on one chip and intelligently adapt their performance and power consumption
depending on the requirements of the application. The second generation of the Intel®
Core™ processors combines visual and 3D graphic technology with high-performance
microprocessors on a single piece of silicon.
This integration improves the graphic performance through an even closer coupling of
GPU and CPU. The graphic engine is connected directly to the cache of the processor.
Therefore, this is no longer called L3-Cache, but Last-Level-Cache. It intercepts memory
access both from the CPU cores and from the graphic engine. In this “ring” architecture
the graphics and the processor cores share resources such as the cache or the memory
areas. Access to the cache results in a considerably higher throughput for the graphics
than with traditional memory access.
A further emphasis is placed on improved and accelerated multimedia functions for
applications such as professional image processing, 3D graphics, (HD) video processing
and gaming. For instance, the new Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions instruction set
(Intel® AVX), which is extended to 256 bits, will approximately double the performance
of floating point applications (e.g. image processing, video, 3D modeling, scientific
simulations, financial analyses) as well as multimedia applications.

Intel co-founder Gordon Moore
postulated Moore’s Law in 1965.

The Intel® Core™ i7 Extreme Processor meanwhile integrates 1.17 billion
transistors.
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With the new version 2.0 of the
Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, Intel
makes optimum performance available
for individual requirements.

The Single-Chip Computer Cloud
(SCC) from Intel unites 48 processor
cores on one chip.

Trend: Intelligent performance
A further factor that increases performance is Intel® hyper-threading technology. Four
processor cores of the second generation of the Intel® Core™ processor can process up
to eight threads at the same time together using this technology. In addition to that there
is the new version 2.0 of the Intel® turbo-boost technology. It is optimized for the new
micro-architecture and accelerates every application, regardless of whether it is based on
one or eight threads. Intel has also extended its turbo-boost technology to the graphic
cores in the new processors.
Depending on the workload, Turbo Boost 2.0 automatically selects whether the processor
cores or the graphics should be accelerated and always makes the optimum performance
available depending on the individual requirements. For example, if a program is used
that needs only two of four cores, two cores are switched off and the remaining two
active cores are automatically clocked up. If only one core is needed, this is over-clocked
up to a reasonable limit. As a result, the processor automatically reacts to current requirements and always makes the maximum performance available.
Trend: Many-core
Over the course of 2011 Intel will bring out new versions of the second generation of the
Intel® Core™ processors with eight processing cores. Intel’s long-term goal is to accommodate a large number of processor cores on one chip. Future computers could thereby
make completely new software applications and man-machine interfaces possible. The
48-core research processor Single-Chip Computer Cloud (SCC) by Intel represents a milestone along this road. The SCC was introduced in December 2009 and was essentially
co-developed by Intel in Braunschweig, Germany. It encompasses 48 fully programmable
processing cores with an Intel architecture – more than have ever been integrated before
on a single silicon chip. In addition, the chip has a very fast network, which enables the
exchange of data between the computing cores as well as new power management
technologies for extremely high energy efficiency. The 48 cores require only 25 Watts in
the idle state or 125 Watts at maximum performance – that is comparable to the power
consumption of two standard household light bulbs.
In order to accelerate the development of next-generation applications and software
for many-core processors (parallel programming), Intel established the MARC initiative
(Many-Core Applications Research Community) in September 2010. MARC encompasses
more than 80 research establishments worldwide with over 100 projects that use the
48-core research processor Single-Chip Computer Cloud (SCC) from Intel. Unlike four-core
processors, the challenge in programming many-core software lies in the distribution of
different parallel-executed applications to the right number of cores. At the same time,
the standard requirements such as memory, I/O interfaces and efficient data transfer
must be ensured.
Market with a future: Embedded processors
All of the developments mentioned, such as higher computing performance, lower power
consumption, many integrated functions and flexibility, apply also to the Intel® Atom™
processors, which are used in the growing Embedded market alongside the Intel® Core™
and Xeon® processors. The areas of application include industrial automation, medical
technology, In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems in cars, multimedia phones, intelligent
electricity meters or digital signs that can adapt their contents by remote control.
Frequently, the Embedded variants of the Atom™ processors are specially adapted versions of the Atom™ models that were originally tailored to smartphones (code name
Moorestown, future version Medfield) or tablet PCs (code name Oak Trail). For example,
the Intel® Atom™ processors of the E6xx series (code name Tunnel Creek; “E” stands for
Embedded) were derived from the processor in the “Moorestown” smartphone platform.
The 45 nm System-on-a-Chip (SoC) solution integrates processor, memory controller,
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Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: Turbo Boost
is useful in automation only if the
Industrial PC is not called upon for
control purposes in the range of milliseconds or even microseconds, but has
other tasks to attend to, e.g. visualization or functioning as a database
server. The temporary over-clocking
of a core leads to fluctuations in the
execution time and collides with the
requirements of the control technology
with respect to real-time capability.

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: With
TwinCAT 3 software, Beckhoff is
initially taking the multi-core road,
i.e. individual tasks of the automation
solution are distributed to individual
physical cores of the multi-core CPUs
(typical today are four cores, which
are also capable of hyperthreading,
depending upon the CPU, hence in
total eight “visible” cores). The manycore approach is still a long way off
for automation, since corresponding
programming tools would still have
to be defined and developed.

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: In this
respect, “Embedded” means the
upgrading of processors by the implementation of auxiliary hardware and
functions, in order to purposefully
serve selected market segments. In
another context, the word “Embedded”
stands for processors with a 7-year
delivery promise on the part of Intel.
Beckhoff exclusively uses processors,
chipsets and Ethernet controllers from
these Embedded product series with
long-term-availability.
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Michael Vierheilig,
Architecture Conversion Manager,
EMEA-ESG, Intel GmbH

Andreas Thome, Beckhoff: The takeover
of McAfee by Intel can be considered
in connection with the efforts on the
part of Intel to offer more than just
the functionality of a processor.
Details on the further fusion of security
software and Intel hardware are also
relevant to automation technology, but
have not yet been revealed by Intel in
any greater detail. The merger is to be
welcomed if the solutions that arise
from it are also available to other suppliers of security products.

graphics, video encoding and decoding as well as audio in a single package. In addition,
the Intel® Atom™ E6xx series offers the possibility to connect segment-specific I/O hubs,
ASICs, FPGAs or discrete interface function blocks directly to the CPU complex using PCI
express. This ensures the necessary flexibility for the Embedded world and its various
interface requirements.
A further development is the Intel® Atom™ E6x5 processor, known so far under the code
name Stellarton. It is based on the Atom™ processor E6xx as well as an FPGA from
Altera, which is implemented as a multi-chip package. The Intel® Atom™ E6x5 is thus
the first configurable Intel® Atom™ processor. It creates additional flexibility for customers that want to install their own proprietary I/Os or accelerate specific algorithms. In
addition, it allows developers to adapt their designs quickly to changing requirements.
Future Atom™ processors from Intel will be manufactured with smaller structural
widths than the current 45 nm. For example, the next generation of the Intel smartphone
platform “Medfield” will be a 32 nm System-on-a-Chip (SoC) solution, which will make
even smaller form factors and lower power consumption possible. In addition, the future
Embedded Atom™ processors will be even more scalable with regard to performance,
power consumption and functionality. Embedded Atom™ processors are already available today in single and dual-core variants, i.e., they offer one or two processor cores on
a chip. In addition, the processors will continue to be optimized for the hard real-time
requirements of high-performance electronic control units in the manufacturing of cars,
aircraft and machinery.
Security and Internet access
Apart from energy-efficient performance, security is a central concern for computer users.
Today’s safety solutions are not completely aligned to billions of devices and the associated dangers in the Internet, such as mobile telephones, cars, televisions, medical devices
and cash dispensers. In order to successfully offer protection to such an extremely diverse
online world, a fundamentally new approach to the software, hardware and services
used is required. In order to cater for these requirements, Intel has taken over the safety
specialist McAfee.
The size of the role that security plays in Intel products is shown by the current second
generation of the Intel® Core™ vPro processors. With the Intel® Anti-Theft Technology
version 3.0 (AT 3.0) it protects against the loss of data in the event of the theft of a PC
or a notebook. With this technology, an administrator can now send a “poison pill” to
deactivate the stolen device as a text message via a 3G mobile telephone network within
a few moments of the stolen notebook being switched on. Once the PC is in the hands of
its rightful owner again, it can be reactivated in a similar way by SMS. The new Locator
Beacon function, for example, provides authorities with the possibility to track down a
lost notebook by GPS using selected 3G modems.
New Intel® Identity Protection Technology (IPT) improves defense against phishing attacks, i.e. the attempt to gain unlawful access to the websites of companies, banks etc.
IPT replaces the conventional password protection by generating a new six-digit numeric
password every 30 seconds. This ensures that only authorized persons are granted the
corresponding access.
In order to accelerate the spread of more intelligent Internet-bound devices such as
notebooks, cars, smartphones, tablets and smart TVs, Intel has also acquired Infineon
Technologies AG’s mobile telephone business (Wireless Solutions - WLS). The acquisition
extends Intel’s WiFi and 4G-WiMAX product range with 3G technology from Infineon WLS
and additionally supports Intel’s plan to accelerate the 4G-LTE development. The new
business unit, Intel Mobile Communications (IMC), provides its customers with state-ofthe-art wireless and mobile telephone platforms worldwide.
www.intel.com

In addition to the Intel® Atom™ and
Xeon® processors, the Intel® Core™
processors are also gaining a foothold
in the Embedded sector.

Intel Mobile Communications (IMC)
will specialize in intelligent mobile
telephone devices in the future.
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Microsoft: The software platform –
three pillars for success
Microsoft is the world’s leading supplier of software that helps people and companies all over the world achieve new things while
being more productive and successful. This ever-present software is found today in large and small companies, in the private sector
and in mobile and specialized devices; it is provided in the form of web services that are available at any time, and for Microsoft
partners it forms the basis for their own successful products. This success story was and is made possible by Microsoft’s consistent
approach: that of a broad, uniform and flexible platform.
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Software as a foundation
Ever since the establishment of the company, Microsoft has
recognized the potential of standard software to revolutionize
life in every aspect. Consequently, the range of such software
from Redmond has constantly increased in the past decades:
from the first purely PC-based programs, via server software
and operating systems for mobile and Embedded devices and
on to today’s Cloud-based services. Emphasis was placed not
only on ready-to-use products for end customers, but also on
consciously building up an ecosystem of partners for whom the
Microsoft product range serves as the foundation for their own
specialized solutions.
Beckhoff Automation, for example, introduced the first PCbased machine controller 25 years ago and is today one of
Microsoft’s most important partners in the Embedded software
sector. PC Control represents an excellent example of how
the consistent adoption of a standard platform, coupled with
great innovative strength in one’s own specialist field, leads
to considerable and lasting economic success. Beckhoff’s own,
initially special products were developed over the course of
time into their own platform within the industrial automation
sector, which can be flexibly implemented by users all over
the world.

Like Microsoft, the example of Beckhoff shows very instructively that a successful platform rests on several pillars. Devices, Services and Tools represent the three most important
pillars today.

Devices
When one thinks of Microsoft, one inevitably thinks of Windows. The graphic operating system (OS) is probably the most
widespread software in the world today. After the triumphant
march of the PC, for which Microsoft’s first operating system,
MS DOS, was to a large extent jointly responsible, Windows
has not just shaped and co-determined “personal computing”
for literally billions of people all over the world and for millions of companies. No, today it also forms a software basis in
the server sector, in smartphones and in innumerable special
devices, whose manufacturers can benefit from standard software and concentrate on their own core competencies.
As such a manufacturer, Beckhoff has consistently offered
Windows-based Industrial PCs and controllers for many years.
In its combination of standardization and adaptability, the
Windows Embedded product line in particular is proving here
to be an ideal basis for implementing proprietary industrial
expertise in special functions and extensions – such as real-
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Hans Beckhoff meets Bill Gates: On January 31, 2005, Bill Gates, Microsoft Corporation’s Chairman and Chief Software Architect, introduced
the E-home technology system at the Home of Today in Munich (Germany). During the presentation of the intelligent building services,
Hans Beckhoff, demonstrated the core of the E-home technology, the CX1000 Embedded PC with Windows CE operating system, to Bill Gates.

time extensions that make Beckhoff products suitable for the
control of time-critical processes in manufacturing plants, or
new transport protocols that are optimized for the particular
requirements in industrial automation.
Due to the availability of compatible operating system software on a broad range of different devices, Microsoft guaranties that customers and partners in entirely different areas can
benefit from the standardization and unification. That is an
essential pillar of a software platform. But it’s not the only one.

Services
“Cloud Computing” is one of the new technologies that are
permanently changing the IT landscape today. However, it is
only the logical continuation of a more general trend towards
networking and the flexible provision of computing power and
data “on demand,” which, in the form of “Web services,” for
example, has broken open isolated structures and made new

scenarios possible in recent years. There is no notable software
or equipment supplier that can escape that.
Services logically represent the second important pillar in
Microsoft’s platform strategy. Web-based services have already formed a core component of the .NET software strategy
for a decade and make it possible today for innumerable
tailor-made and standard solutions to communicate with one
another across platform borders. Our partner Beckhoff has
proven to be a trailblazer in this area as well. In addition to
its proven expertise in the field of industrial communication
protocols (for example EtherCAT), new interfaces such as
“Web services on Device (WSD)” were adapted at an early
stage, thus facilitating the use of Beckhoff’s own products in
heterogeneous environments.
With announcement of the Cloud Computing platform “Windows Azure” in autumn 2008, Microsoft finally began the
implementation of a new infrastructure that enables customers and partners to procure computing power and memory
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capacities “as required” from Microsoft in order to flexibly offer
their own services on them. The same technologies are used
here that are used on the different types of devices with Windows (PC, server, mobile and Embedded devices). The platform
thus extends this by virtually unlimited additional capacities.
In order to use these capacities optimally on the devices and
in the Cloud, matching tools are required as the third pillar of
the platform strategy.

Tools

Dr. Said Zahedani, Senior

Dr. Frank Prengel, Technical

Director Developer Platform

Evangelist, Microsoft Deutsch-

& Strategy Group, Microsoft

land GmbH

Deutschland GmbH

Many years ago, as it announced the new .NET software strategy at the same time, Microsoft placed a matching, revamped
and optimized toolbox on the market: Visual Studio®. Since its
introduction it has developed into a popular, highly productive
and widely used tool. Today it not only supports the software
development for all Windows variants, but also for the Web, for
databases and for the Cloud platform Windows Azure. It serves
not only as an administration and configuration tool for numerous Microsoft products. Faithful to the consistent platform
approach, Microsoft also licenses the Visual Studio® environment for use and integration by customers and partners in the
context of its “Visual Studio Industry Partner (VSIP)” program,
which means that these suppliers can integrate their special
tools (their own editors, compilers, configuration tools and
much more) into a proven environment that is familiar to the
users instead of having to take care of the development and
maintenance of their own “framework” for these functions.
Beckhoff, as a long-standing VSIP, therefore uses Microsoft
Visual Studio® 2010 as the engineering environment for the
latest generation of its TwinCAT 3 automation software. As a
result, Beckhoff customers can use the special Beckhoff tools
and technologies on an equal footing with the standard tools
for programming in C/C++, .NET languages, Web Markup or
the user interface design with Silverlight. This saves training
time, increases the productivity of the customers who work on
the Beckhoff automation platform, and lowers the error rate.
This shows that fully developed tools today represent a supporting third pillar of a successful software platform.

The future of the platform
The exponential progress of innovation in IT is leading to the
fact that new trends are gaining in importance in increasingly
shorter intervals and must be picked up and suitably answered
by those involved in the market. At present, for example, the
topic of the “consumerization of IT” represents a great chal-

lenge for many suppliers, particularly in the enterprise and
industrial sector – namely the trend that the needs of the users of a product are gaining in importance. The trend towards
Cloud Computing is also only now really starting to take off.
And new Web technologies such as HTML5 & Co. are getting
ready to replace existing concepts.
Due to the width of its product range and its innovative
capability, Microsoft is ideally positioned for this. The announcement that the next generation of Windows (code name
“Windows 8”) will be executable on ARM-compatible chipsets
means nothing less than the expansion of the “Windows
Experience” to completely new device classes – and thus a
further unification of the platform on the device side. The Cloud
Computing services offered by Windows Azure are being continuously extended by new services and offers in order to tap
into innovative scenarios. On the tools and technologies side,
HTML5 will play a more important role in the future alongside
the established tools and could unify the user interface development on account of its cross-device nature.
Whatever specific direction the platform may take in the
future, there is no doubt that it will be essential for Microsoft
to bring partners like Beckhoff along for the ride, because
a platform provider can only be as successful as those who
build on it.
www.microsoft.com
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